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Full Name : Mohammed Hafez Al-Jabari  
Dissertation 
Title 
: Development of Quantum Dots Based Nano-agents For Residual Oil 
Sensing 
Major Field : Physical Chemistry  
Date of Degree : December 2015 
Semiconductors with a size less than 10 nm are called quantum dots. They exhibit good 
stability in most organic solvents, and unique photonic properties with high emission 
coefficients, making them very useful for a wide range of applications. The same materials 
emit light in the visible region with different colorations, based on their size distribution.  
In this work, the development of functionalized smart nano-agent core-shell quantum dots 
systems for reservoir oil sensing was carried out. The research was limited to silicon 
nanoparticles and zinc oxide, as well as cadmium selenide quantum dots. Their 
encapsulation in a silica shell increased their stability under different environmental 
conditions. The size of the silica-based luminescent nano-agents was controlled to between 
30-250 nm. Moreover, their oil sniffing capability and stability was demonstrated at various 
reservoir conditions, such as variable temperature and salinity. The surface modification and 
functionalization of these agents with different functional groups, such as amine, improved 
the nano-agents’ selectivity and stability after changing their hydrophilic-hydrophobic 
surface characters. Fluorescence efficiency and its stability under different conditions was 
investigated for the newly-developed materials. This work is opening new research in the 
field of oil sensing and exploration, which in the future could be less costly and more 
efficient. 
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ﺰﻳﺌﺎﺕ ﺟ ﻧﻮﺍﻉ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻔﺔ ﻣﻦ ﻫﺬﻫ ﺍﻟﻤﻮﺍﺩ ﻟﻬﺎ ﺍﻧﺒﻌﺎﺛﺎﺕ ﻣﺤﺪﺪﺓ ﺍﻷﻟﻮﺍﻥ ﺑﻌﺪ ﺗﻌﺮﻳﻀﻬﺎ ﻟﻸﺷﻌﺔ ﻓﻮﻕ ﺍﻟﺒﻨﻔﺴﺠﻴﺔ ﻣﺜﻞﻭﻟﻘﺪ ﺗﻢ ﺍﺳﺘﺨﺪﺍﻡ ﺃ
ﺍ ﺍﻟﻨﺍﻧﻮﻧﻴﺔ ﺣﻴﺚ ﺍﻟﻤﻐﻠﻔﺔ ﺑﺠﺰﻳﺌﺎﺕ ﺍﻟﺴﻴﻟﻴﻜﺍﻟﻨﺍﻧﻮﻳﺔ ﻭ ﺳﻴﻠﻴﻨﻴﺪ ﺍﻟﻜﺎﺩﻣﻴﻮﻡﻭﺟﺰﻳﺌﺎﺕ ﻭﻛﺴﻴﺪ ﺍﻟﺰﻧﻚ ﺁﺌﺎﺕ ﺟﺰﻳﻭ ﺍﻟﺴﻴﻟﻴﻜﺍ ﺍﻟﻨﺍﻧﻮﻧﻴﺔ
ﺎﺭ ﺳﺘﺸﻌﻟﺘﺘﻤﻜﻦ ﻫﺬﻫ ﺍﻟﻤﻮﺍﺩ ﺍﻟﻨﺍﻧﻮﻳﺔ ﻣﻦ ﺇ ﻣﻴﻦﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ ﺳﻄﺢ ﺍﻟﺴﻟﻴﻜﺎ ﻣﺜﻞ ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﺔ ﺍﻷﺗﻤﺖ ﻋﻤﻠﻴﺔ ﻭﺿﻊ ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﺎﺕ ﻭﻅﻴﻔﻴ
ﺪﺭﺓ ﺕ ﺑﺤﻴﺚ ﻳﺼﺒﺢ ﻟﺪﻳﻬﺎ ﺍﻟﻘﻛﺒﺮ ﻓﻲ ﻫﺬﺍ ﺍﻟﻌﻤﻞ ﻫﻮ ﺗﻄﻮﻳﺮ ﻫﺬﻫ ﺍﻟﺠﺰﻳﺌﺎﻭﻟﻘﺪ ﻛﺎﻥ ﺍﻟﺘﺤﺪﻱ ﺍﻷﺍﻟﻤﻮﺍﺩ ﺍﻟﺒﺘﺮﻭﻟﻴﺔ ﻓﻲ ﻣﻜﺎﻣﻨﻬﺎ، 
ﺌﺎﺕ ﺗﻢ ﺍﻟﺘﺤﻜﻢ ﺑﺤﺠﻢ ﻫﺬﻫ ﺍﻟﺠﺰﻳﺍﻟﺠﺰﻳﺌﺎﺕ. ﻭﻛﺬﻟﻚ ﻭﺑﺎﻟﺘﺎﻟﻲ ﺗﺤﺴﻴﻦ ﺍﻧﺘﻘﺎﺋﻴﺔ ﻭﺣﺴﺎﺳﻴﺔ ﻫﺬﻫ  ﺍﻭﺳﺎﻁ ﻧﺘﻘﺎﻝ ﻓﻲ ﻋﺪﺓﻋﻠﻰ ﺍﻹ
ﻴﺚ ﺑﺎﺭ ﺍﻟﻨﻔﻄﻴﺔ ﻣﻦ ﺣﻲ ﺑﻴﺌﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﻮﺍﺩ ﺍﻟﺒﺘﺮﻭﻟﻴﺔ ﺩﺍﺧﻞ ﺍﻷﻑﻴ ﻅﺮﻭﻑ ﺗﺤﺎﻛﻫﺎ ﺩﺭﺍﺳﺔ ﺍﺳﺘﻘﺮﺍﺭﻭ، ( ﻧﺎﻧﻮﻣﻴﺘﺮ052-03)ﺍﻟﻤﻄﻮﺭﺓ 
ﻋﻠﻰ  ﺗﻤﺘﻠﻚ ﺍﻟﻘﺪﺭﺓﻄﻮﺭﺓ ﺪﺭﺍﺳﺔ ﺃﻥ ﻫﺬﻫ ﺍﻟﺠﺰﻳﺌﺎﺕ ﺍﻟﻨﺍﻧﻮﻳﺔ ﺍﻟﻤﻟﻮﺣﻆ ﻣﻦ ﺍﻟﺩﺭﺟﺔ ﺍﻟﺤﺮﺍﺮﺓ ﻭﺍﻟﻀﻐﻂ ﻭﺍﻟﻤﻠﻮﺣﺔ ﺍﻟﻌﺎﻟﻴﺔ. ﻭ
 ﺑﻮﺍﺏ ﺟﺪﻳﺪﺓ ﻓﻲ ﻋﻤﻠﻴﺎﺕ ﺍﺳﺘﻜﺸﺎﻑﺍﻟﻨﻔﻄﻴﺔ ﻣﻘﺎﺭﻧﺔ ﺑﻤﺎ ﻫﻮ ﻣﻮﺟﻮﺩ ﺍﻵﻥ، ﻛﻤﺎ ﺃﻥ ﻫﺬﺍ ﺍﻟﻌﻤﻞ ﻳﻔﺘﺢ ﺃ ﺍﺳﺘﻜﺸﺎﻑ ﻭ ﺗﺤﺴﺴ ﺍﻟﻤﻮﺍﺩ
.ﻭﺍﻟﻜﻔﺎءﺓ ﺍﻟﻄﺮﻕ ﺍﻷﺧﺮﻯ ﻣﻦ ﺣﻴﺚ ﺍﻟﺘﻜﻠﻔﺔﻭﺟﻭﺩ ﺍﻟﺒﺘﺮﻭﻝ ﻭﻗﺪ ﺗﻜﻮﻥ ﻣﺘﻔﻮﻗﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ  ﻣﻜﺎﻣﻦ
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 Chapter 1  
1 INTRODUCTION 
The available technology for discovering residual oil in reservoirs is still limited and 
complicated. The process of locating and extracting oil from reservoirs still faces great 
difficulties, and sometimes the amount of oil extracted does not exceed 30% of the original 
quantity discovered. Water flooding can recover to 50% of the oil that is remaining in the 
reservoir at best [1, 2]. Moreover, often the remaining oil may be found in scattered or in 
isolated patches, further complicating the extraction process.  
Methods used for measuring residual oil saturations (like core analysis and well logging) 
are subject to a variety of limitations[3]. Hydrolysis, partitioning, modeling and simulation 
are combined to discern residual oil saturation levels. Residual oil saturation is also 
extremely important in determining the economic attractiveness of a planned water-flood or 
a proposed tertiary recovery operation. To assist in the search and recovery of residual oil, 
reservoir-imaging probes have been proposed. Developers utilize fluorescent molecule-
based tags, or nano-markers, as sensors and signals. These materials can be used to 
reconstruct images of their paths, and provide meaningful information about a reservoir.  
These markers often suffer severely from slow diffusion and are not chemically stable under 
the harsh environmental conditions in the mixture of water and oil found in the reservoir 
(salinity >3%, pH between 7.5 and 8.4)[4]. This drastically reduces the survival rate of the 
tags in the reservoir. Therefore, we have been looking for alternative means to obtain 
accurate information from inside the reservoir. 
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In this research, we developed luminescent silica nanomaterials for oil sensing to improve 
the current state of sensing and oil sniffing technologies. These materials have the ability to 
transport between the oil and water phases. Different types of quantum dots (QDs) were 
used as a source for luminescent light. Measuring the difference in optical properties of the 
developed luminescent QDs NPs, both before and after the interaction with oil, offers a 
promising technique for oil sensing. Further, silica and modified silica were used as a shell 
agent to protect and functionalize the QDs. The stability of the shelled QDs-NPs were 
measured at different conditions, such as salinity and temperature, to mimic the oil reservoir 
environment. The technology could provide a useful technique for developing subsurface 
oil monitoring as well as potential interactive abilities, which could lead to a substantial 
enhancement of oil recovery. 
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Chapter 2 
2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
Fluorescent quantum dots have seen major advances in recent years in the development of 
new techniques to synthesize high quality quantum dots, optimize the size [5] and modify 
the optical properties [6]. The applications of these quantum dots are interesting in different 
fields such as biological applications [7, 8], optical sensing [9], imaging[10],photovoltaic 
devices [11], light emitting devices [12] and photodetector devices [13]. 
There are different candidates for this type of research; one of them is silicon quantum dots 
(Si-QDs). These types of QDs are widely used in different areas due to their biocompatibility 
and low-toxicity, high brightness [14, 15], and their broad excitation spectrum with a high 
photo-stability against bleaching [16]. Different types of synthesis methods were used to 
prepare Si-QDs, classified as the top-down approach (etching of the bulk silicon or breaking 
down the silicon-rich oxide) [17-19],the bottom-up approach (the reduction of saline 
process) [20, 21] and the decomposition of the precursor and its reassembly[22]. These 
methods produce Si-H QDs in the oil phase, where hydrogen is covering the surface of the 
Si-QDs (hydrogen passivation of silicon surfaces). This makes the Si QDs hydrophobic and 
unstable in the aqueous phase [23]. Additional surface area or modifications to the surface 
of Si QDs is needed for it to be compatible and dispersible in water [14]. 
Other types of quantum dots belonging to the group II–VI of metal chalcogenide quantum 
dots, such as CdTe, CdS, and CdSe/ZnS, have been studied intensively. Many synthesis 
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procedures are well established [24-29] to make quantum dots, with effective controls of 
their chemical composition, size, shape, and surface properties. Furthermore, CdSe QDs 
have been investigated as a model system for various applications [30, 31]. An advantage 
of QDs is that their emitting color can be tuned in the visible range by changing their sizes. 
Over the years, numerous syntheses routes were established, including the organometallic 
precursor route [32], non-organometallic precursor route [33, 34], solvothermal route [35], 
sonochemical method [36] and microwave irradiation route [37]. The organometallic 
precursor-based synthesis involves the high temperature decomposition of an 
organometallic precursor, such as dimethyl cadmium, in a solvent mixture of 
trioctylphoshine (TOP) and trioctylphoshine oxide (TOPO). In this method, the TOP acts as 
a solvent of Cd precursor, and forms surface ligands.  
ZnO are promising photoluminscent QDs, due to their cheap and low toxicity, but their 
stability in water, broad peak, low quantum yield and unstable emission are major issues 
hindering its progress in applications [38]. In recent years, these QDs have received renewed 
significant interest to resolve these obstacles, and have succeeded to a large extent in 
reaching the yellow emission[39]. These drawbacks are due to the insufficient protection 
provided by the previous synthetic methods; the ZnO luminescent mechanism depends on 
its surface vacancies, but the water molecules are able to attack the luminescent centers on 
the surface and destroy them rapidly[40]. Surface modification was used to produce ZnO 
QDs which was well-dispersed in a water solution [41]. However, some literature 
established that ZnO QDs could be stable in aqueous solutions if a suitable synthetic 
procedure was selected. In principle, ZnO QDs do not have any visible emission due to their 
band gap (3.4 eV) [42, 43], which is in the IR wavelength range (blue region). But the 
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achieved ZnO QDs emitted in the blue color region are not suitable for biological 
applications, since the cells and tissues also appear blue under UV light[44]. Hence, ZnO 
QDs with green and yellow emissions are required in biological applications, especially for 
biological labeling. However, it has been observed that the newly synthesized ZnO QDs 
emit green light under UV excitation. The visible green emission of ZnO QDs results from 
their surface defects (oxygen vacancy) but these surface defects have not been well-
explained, and the correlation between the surface defects and the visible emission is not 
clear. The mechanism of ZnO QDs formation was not explained well in the previous 
literature; Junmin Xue and et al claim that controlling the size of ZnO QDs could be 
achieved through adjusting the pH of solution by adding specific concentrations of alkaline 
at the beginning of the reaction, and therefore the emitted color can be controlled from blue 
to orange[45].  
Mesoporous silica NPs has been prepared for decades[46]. It has high melting point, stable 
structure and is size controllable [39], and is biocompatible with low toxicity [47], which 
made it a strong candidate to use in drug delivery[48], biosensing, and enhancing the 
stability of fluorescent QDs under different conditions [49]. QDs show highly stable 
luminescence when combined with silica. 
A silica shell is a method used to protect and modify the surface of nano-materials. The 
chemistry of silica was recently exploited for the design of new nano-sized particles with 
functional architecture for applications in biotechnology and photonics [50, 51]. Silica NPs 
are very promising candidates in the fields of bio-labeling, imaging, separation, diagnosis, 
and therapy [52-54]. A literature survey on silica core/shell particles shows that oil-based 
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core materials are more common when compared to aqueous liquid-based core materials. 
Generally, the approach adopted is that of core/shell encapsulation via an interfacial 
condensation reaction, whereby a silica shell is grown on the surface of the water core in an 
oil emulsion system[55].  
There are two main methods for preparing silica NPs. One is based on inverse 
microemulsion [56, 57]; the other is the Stöber method [58], as seen in Scheme 2.1. 
 The water-in-oil (W/O) microemulsion method has several advantages. It does not require 
extreme conditions of temperature and pressure, and the particle size and shape can be 
controlled simply by varying the microemulsion parameters, such as the surfactant and co-
surfactant type, and the oil to water molar ratio[59]. However, the technique requires the use 
of large amounts of surfactants and organic solvents. 
Si (OR)4 + nH2O → Si (OR)4-n (OH)n + nROH 
Si−OH + HOSi → Si −O−Si + H2O 
Si−OH + ROSi → Si −O−Si + ROH 
 
Scheme 2.1 : Reaction equations explain the Stöber method mechanism. 
 The Stöber method involves the condensation of TEOS in ethanol-water mixtures under an 
alkaline condition at room temperature. Compared with the reverse microemulsion system, 
the Stöber method is remarkable in its simplicity and does not require surface modification 
or the addition of surfactants to achieve an excellent control of size or to smooth the 
spherical morphology of silica particles [60]. Some previous works [61-63] had reported the 
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development of inorganic dye-doped silica NPs by using the reverse microemulsion method, 
and these NPs are hydrophilic in nature. Over the past decade, a variety of dyed silica [64-
67] NPs have been developed for luminescent sensing and labeling applications. Many of 
them presented both advantages and disadvantages which dictated their overall utility. 
 Encapsulation of inorganic NPs within a silica NPs matrix overcomes many of these 
disadvantages [68-71] as silica is hydrophilic, physiologically benign, and sufficiently 
porous. Furthermore, silica is more easily surface-modified via synthesis in the presence of, 
or in post-synthetic reaction with, carboxyl-functionalized, amino-functionalized, biotin 
functionalized, or thio-functionalized silanes [72, 73]. Also, the preparation of these 
functional NPs requires a very good understanding of the influence of the synthesis 
parameters in order to control the properties of the final product such as size, morphology, 
effects of the shell on the core particle, etc. Considering these demands, synthesis in 
microemulsions appears a promising route for the preparation of complex silica NPs with a 
diameter below 100 nm. Over the past decade, focused research activities have been 
conducted to synthesize silica NPs with several types of nanostructures and physio-chemical 
properties. Microemulsions were first used at the end of the 1980s by several research groups 
in order to control the synthesis of monodispersed SiO2 NPs. The synthesis of silica requires 
an alkoxyde precursor, water and often a base for catalyzing the hydrolysis and condensation 
steps [74-76]. The size of the monodispersed silica NPs can be controlled from 10 to 100 
nm. Moreover, since Chang et al. proposed the use of the microemulsion process to 
synthesize CdS@SiO2 NPs [76], many studies have been published on the synthesis of 
functional silica NPs with optical properties [77].The choice of the surfactant has a critical 
influence on the final shape and size of the product synthesized in a microemulsion [78, 79]. 
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It is also recognized that using a co-surfactant leads to a higher fluidity of the interface film 
between the droplets and the oil phase, resulting in a higher rate of intermicellar exchange, 
and also a higher curvature of the droplets, resulting in smaller final particles [80]. 
The silica surface can be used to covalently bind with organic molecules through silica 
chemistry to achieve solubility. Silica surfaces are rich in Si-OH termination. This type of 
termination provides a variety of active sites for attachment to other hydrocarbons. One 
mechanism which may prove useful is the attachment to a hydroxyl group through the 
formation of a Si-O-C bond, as shown in Scheme 2.2.
 
 
Si-OH + RC-OH  Si-O-CR + H2O ~ 60-80 oC 
 
Scheme 2.2 : Reaction equation illustrates the mechanism of Silica surfaces functionalization. 
 
Alcohols have been observed to attach to the Si-OH terminated particles or surfaces by 
forming a Si-O-C bond at ~ 60-80 oC temperatures. Reports differ on the stability of these 
bonds, perhaps due to varying steric hindrance depending on the attached species. This is an 
interesting avenue to investigate with so many hydroxyl groups available. Free radical defect 
Si• may, on the other hand, interact with the double-oxygen bond systems ( Si• + O=CR --- 
Si-O-CR), and thermal activation may be useful in this regard. There is another route, which 
involves a halide. In the presence of CNBr , the reaction produces Si-OCN + HBr. In this 
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reaction, H+ is replaced by an OCN+ tail which provides solubility under aqueous 
conditions[59]. 
Geetha Baskar and et al. produced functionalized hollow silica spheres which were 
functionalized by amine groups to form silica polymer composites [81]. Jinhuai Liu et al. 
prepared a functionalized super-paramagnetic silica attached to carboxylic groups for dye 
pollutants’ removal. Simple washing by acid can recover boththe dye and functionalized 
silica particles[82]. Silica NPs were functionalized by super-paramagnetic iron oxide and a 
luminescent source like QDs for controlled drug delivery, since a multi-functionalization of 
silica NPs assists to move the NPs to the target and at the same time allows it to be visualized 
[83, 84]. 
In recent years, the interest in the applications of composite hydrophilic/hydrophobic silica 
NPs has increased. Octyl triethoxy saline was used to functionalize mesoporous silica by 
creating a hydrophobic layer for biological proposes like enzyme immobilization [85]. The 
surface of the silica nano-particles was modified by dimethyl octylchlorosilane to increase 
the interaction with hydrophobic polymers[86]. Hengquan Yang and et al. prepared a 
hydrophobic core/hydrophilic shell of silica NPs; the new material has the ability to increase 
the removal of organic compounds from water[87]. Also, functionalization of the 
amorphous silica by a hydrophobic group increases their hydrothermal stability[88]. A 
mesoporous silica nanocomposite shuttle was prepared using a combination of hydrophilic 
and hydrophobic silane, which can reversibly transfer between an organic phase and water 
in response to the pH. This type of shuttle can be used for transferring materials like a Pd 
catalyst between the organic phase and water phase [89, 90] . 
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Functionalization of the silica shell could be designed to provide mixed solubility or 
dispersibility in water, as well as in oil. Because of the multiple sites available on a 100 nm 
particle, functionalities could be introduced on the capsules to render them both partially 
hydrophobic and partially hydrophilic.  
In recent years, research has been published concerning the stability of fluorescent QDs 
under conditions involving the temperature, salinity and pH of the human body, but harsh 
conditions like high salinity solutions, high temperature or pressure are still little 
investigated and are in need of more [91].  
Improvements on the stability of silica in harsh conditions led to the enhanced stability of 
luminescent QDs. CdS, ZnS and CdSe silica-based QDs NPs in an aqueous media showed 
high stability under different conditions of PH, temperature and salinity [92], and the 
quantum efficiency of ZnO QDs coated by silica reached 60% in an aqueous solution [93]. 
Using a polymer as a second layer on the surface of silica, by adsorption or crosslinking, is 
another route that was used to enhance the stability and resistivity of silica in harsh 
conditions. A combination of crosslinked silica and polymer was used by Junqing and et al. 
to increase the stability of QDs in a harsh acidic media [94]. The high ionic strength of the 
electrolyte reduced the repulsive forces between the NPs, while the polymer crosslinking 
enhanced the electrostatic repulsive force and increased their stability in concentrated buffer 
solutions [95, 96]. 
 Also, the surface modification of silica NPs by an amino group and polyethylene glycol 
(PEG) improved the colloidal stability of silica NPs in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) [97]. 
A combination of inert and active functional groups on the surface of silica NPs increased 
the stability by creating a large zeta potential in the solution[98]. Ulrich Wiesner and his 
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group prepared a long-term stable colloidal gold-silica NPs in a PBS buffer solution using 
PEG [99]. Different types of silanes precursors were used to produce dispersed and stable 
ZnO QDs in water and in PBS solutions[100]. 
In the harsh subsurface oil reservoir conditions, the high salinity, pH and temperature[4] are 
considered as major challenges when using the QDs for oil exploration. Surface 
modification by encapsulation using silica and polymers is still not enough to overcome the 
high ionic strength and the dynamic nature of ions at high temperature and pressure. Using 
silica in a cationic solution leads to coagulation of the silica particles when there is a 
sufficient concentration of cations adsorbed on the surface of silica at specific pH[101]. 
However, the colloidal silica structure still shows high stability in a high concentration of 
electrolytes [102].In addition, a lot of modeling studies for NP dynamics were done by using 
computer simulation of the oil reservoir’s condition. The results showed the effect of using 
different types of mono and divalent ions on hydroxylated silica particles, and the effect of 
salts on the interfacial tension for silica NPs[103]. Other modeling studies were done by 
using neutral silica with different hydrophilic/hydrophobic terminal groups for enhancing 
oil recovery in reservoir conditions. Changing the terminal groups changed the surface 
properties for silica NPs and showed different values for interfacial tension[104, 105] . 
In this research, we synthesized functionalized QDs@SiO2 NPs to be used as sensing 
capsules to trap the oil-water interface. This might allow detailed mapping of the water/oil 
interface in the reservoir. The capsules have the potential to be used as an identifiable 
substance in the rock formation, similar to the manner in which organic dyes, radioactive 
isotopes, or inert chemicals (bromide) have been traditionally used in a human or animal 
body. There, the elements are injected into a biological system and are followed through the 
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course of certain processes, providing information on events[106]. The chemical/material 
structure of capsules may also be upgraded or integrated with additional features, which may 
provide in-situ sensing, such as reservoir pressure, temperature, and salinity. The 
chemical/material surface structure of capsules may also be crafted with specific chemicals 
that are able to interact with oil components, which will provide information about the 
presence and type of oil through subsequent chemical analysis. 
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Chapter 3 
3 MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL WORKS 
3.1 Materials 
 
Deionized water (DIW: 18µΩcm ), Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB, purity : ≥98 
% ), TERGITOL™ NP-9, Sodium hydroxide (NaOH ,purity: ≥ 97% ), Zinc acetate dihydrate 
(ZnAC2.2H2O, purity : ≥ 99%), Lithium hydroxide(LiOH, purity : ≥ 98%), 
Trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO, purity : ≥99 % ), Hydroxylamine solution (HDA, purity : 
≥ 99%), Tetradecylphosphonic acid (TDPA, purity : ≥ 97 % ), Cadmium acetate dehydrate 
(CdAC2, purity : ≥ 97%), Selenium (Se, purity : ≥ 99 % ), Tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS, 
purity : ≥ 99%), Triethoxy (octyl)silane (purity : ≥ 97.5%), (3-
Aminopropyl)trimethoxysilane ( purity : ≥ 97%), Cyclohexane anhydrous (purity : ≥ 
99.5%), Absolute ethanol (purity : ≥ 99.8%), Hydrochloric acid 33%, Butanol ( purity : ≥ 
99.4 %), Hexadecane (purity : ≥ 99 %), Calcium carbonate powder (purity : ≥ 98 %) were 
purchased from Sigma–Aldrich, Isopropanol (purity : ≥ 99.5%) was purchased from alpha 
chemical, Ethyl acetate ( purity : ≥ 99%), Sodium chloride (NaCl: ≥99%), Sodium sulfate 
(Na2SO4: ≥99%), Sodium hydrogen carbonate (NaHCO3: ≥ 99%), Sodium carbonate 
(Na2CO3: ≥ 99%), Calcium chloride dehydrate (CaCl2.2H2O : ≥ 99%), Magnesium chloride 
hexahydrate (MgCl2.6H2O: ≥ 98%) was purchased from fisher chemicals, Calcium 
Carbonate (CaCO3) gravels were purchased from a local company. All the materials were 
used without further purification. 
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3.2 Experimental Works 
3.2.1 Quantum dots preparation  
3.2.1.1 Luminescent cadmium selenide quantum dots (CdSe QDs) 
Pyrolysis of organometallic precursors was used to prepare CdSe QDs; the organometallic 
compound was used as a capping agent to stabilize the CdSe QDs in solution. A TOPSe 
solution was prepared by dissolving 0.158 g of Se powder in 2 ml of TOP, and to prepare 
TOPCd, 0.12 g of CdAC2 was dissolved in 3ml TOP; then, to achieve a solution free of 
water and oxygen all the chemicals were dried and degassed before used. At the same time, 
8 g from the TOPO was dried and degassed under vacuum at 180 oC for 1 h in a three-neck 
flask. After that, the TOPO was cooled to 120 oC. The drying process was continued while 
5 g of HAD and 0.15 g of TDPA were added to the mixture at the same temperature under 
vacuum. The drying process continued for 20 minutes, then the TOPSe solution was added 
to the mixture, and the temperature was raised to 300 oC. Subsequently, the TOPCd solution 
was rapidly injected into the mixture, with vigorous stirring for 90 minutes. After that, the 
solution was put in cold toluene to stop particle growth, ethanol was used for washing the 
CdSe QDs, and the NPs were collected by centrifuging. Then the NPs were dispersed again 
in ethanol for further processing. The photoluminescence of the QDs was measured by 
spectrofluorometry and the morphology was characterized by TEM analysis.   
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3.2.1.2 Luminescent zinc oxide quantum dots (ZnO QDs) 
 ZnO quantum dots NPs were prepared using the sol-gel process, with some modifications 
to methods previously reported in the literature [38, 107, 108]: our method is simple and 
straightforward: 0.2 mmol of zinc acetate dihydrate was dissolved completely in 20 ml of 
ethanol for 30 minutes, while stirring at room temperature. Then, 6.0 mg of solid LiOH was 
added to the zinc acetate solution and the volume of the solution mixture was increased to 
40 ml by adding an additional 20 ml of ethanol. The reaction mixture was stirred (150 rpm) 
in an open beaker at room temperature for two hours. Upon completion of the reaction, QDs 
were formed in the solution at a pH of 8.4. The synthesized QDs were stored in a closed 
container for 48 hours. The synthesized QDs were washed three times with fresh ethanol 
and collected by centrifugation at 22,000 rpm for one hour at 14 ºC. The washed QDs were 
finally dispersed in 20 ml of ethanol for storage and eventual encapsulation in silica NPs. 
The photoluminescence of the QDs was measured by spectrofluorometry and the 
morphology was characterized by TEM analysis.  
3.2.1.3 Luminescent silicon quantum dots (Si QDs) 
Silicon quantum dots were purchased from Nano Si Company. Si QDs were transferred from 
isopropanol to the cyclohexane solvent by using rotary vapor. Nano Si QDs in the 
cyclohexane solvent were kept in normal conditions for storage and eventual encapsulation 
in silica NPs. 
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3.2.2 Quantum dots encapsulated in silica NPs  
3.2.2.1 Silicon QDs encapsulated in silica NPs  
In the first step, 0.88 g from the NP-9 surfactant was added to 60 ml water. Then, the solution 
was mixed at 3000 rpm by mechanical mixer for 5 minutes. After that, 300 µL of 
concentrated Si QDs dispersed in cyclohexane was added to the surfactant and water 
solution under mechanical mixing for a further 5 minutes. At the same time, 0.212 g and 
0.123g from the TEOS and DMDES respectively were weighed in another flask, and 
subsequently the QDs-surfactant mixture was added to the silane precursor flask. Then, the 
mixture was mixed by mechanical mixer at 4000 rpm. 300 µL of HCl was added to the 
solution to initiate the polymerization reaction, then the solution was kept under mixing for 
2 hours. The photoluminescence of the Si@SiO2 was measured by spectrofluorometry and 
the morphology was characterized by SEM and TEM analysis.  
3.2.2.2 Cadmium selenide encapsulated in silica NPs  
The previous procedure was used to prepare luminescent CdSe @SiO2 NPs. CdSe QDs, 
dispersed in an ethanol solution, were added to the mixture instead of nano Si QDs. Later, 
the photoluminescence of the CdSe@SiO2 was measured by spectrofluorometry and the 
morphology was characterized by SEM and TEM analysis. 
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3.2.2.3 Zinc oxide encapsulated in silica NPs  
Different types of syntheses were prepared using the Stöber process to prepare silica 
encapsulated ZnO QDs in an aqueous solution: 
3.2.2.4 Synthesis of luminescent ZnO@SiO2 - spherical NPs 
In the first step, 0.1 g of CTAB was dissolved completely in 5 ml of water with the aid of a 
mechanical mixer. Then, 500 µL of the ZnO QDs dispersion was added to the CTAB/water 
solution, which was stirred at 250 rpm for 10 minutes using a magnetic stirrer. The solution 
was transferred into 40 ml of 13 mM NaOH solution, and 3 ml of ethyl acetate was added 
as a co-solvent. In the second step, 500 µL of TEOS was added to the reaction mixture and 
stirred at 250 rpm for an additional 2 hours at room temperature. Upon completion of the 
reaction, the synthesis was diluted to half of its concentration by adding deionized water, 
from which a third of the total volume was transferred into a bottle and left without any 
washing or further treatment (original synthesis). For the remaining quantity, the 
synthesized ZnO@SiO2 NPs were washed sequentially with water, ethanol and isopropanol 
and collected by centrifugation at 5000 rpm to remove the CTAB surfactant in the 
supernatant. Finally, half the amount of the washed ZnO@SiO2 NPs was dispersed in 
ethanol and the other half in water, while maintaining the same volume of both solvents for 
further measurements. The luminescence of the original synthesis, and the washed NPs 
dispersed in ethanol and in water solvents, was measured using fluorescence spectroscopy. 
The morphological characterization of the washed ZnO@SiO2 NPs was investigated by 
TEM and SEM. For further discussion we will abbreviate the original synthesis by the 
symbol S0.  
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3.2.2.5  Luminescent ZnO@SiO2 - ellipsoid NPs 
The ellipsoid-structured luminescent ZnO@SiO2 NPs were synthesized by completely 
dissolving 0.1 g of CTAB in 5 ml of water using a mechanical mixer. Then, 500 µL of the 
ZnO QDs solution was added to the CTAB/water solution and stirred at 250 rpm for 10 
minutes using a magnetic stirrer. The mixture was heated at 60 °C for 30 minutes and then 
left to cool at room temperature. After cooling, the mixture was transferred into 40 ml of 13 
mM NaOH solution, which remained under stirring for an additional 10 minutes until it 
appeared transparent. In the second step, 500 µL of TEOS was added to the reaction mixture 
and stirred for an additional 2 hours. The major difference in this synthesis, compared with 
the previous synthesis, was the absence of ethyl acetate. The synthesized NPs were divided 
into two portions, one of which was washed with water, ethanol and isopropanol before 
finally being dispersed in ethanol. The morphological characterization of the washed 
ZnO@SiO2 NPs was accomplished using TEM and SEM. The photoluminescence (PL) 
spectrum of the left portion was measured using fluorescence spectroscopy.  
3.2.2.6 Silica-free zinc oxide quantum dots NPs  
Silica-free ZnO quantum dots were prepared according to the previous synthesis. All the 
steps of the S0 synthesis were done, except the addition of ZnO QDs. Then, the 
morphological characterization of the washed ZnO@SiO2 NPs was accomplished using 
TEM and SEM. For further discussion, we will abbreviate this synthesis by the symbol S1.  
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3.2.3 Functionalization of luminescent ZnO QDs encapsulated in silica NPs  
To functionalize the surface of luminescent silica encapsulated ZnO NPs, different types of 
silane precursors were used in combination with the TEOS precursor. 
3.2.3.1 Partially hydrophobic luminescent zinc oxide QDs encapsulated in silica NPs 
Two types of silica layers were synthesized to encapsulate ZnO QDs. First, 0.1 g CTAB was 
dissolved completely in 5 ml water. Then, 0.5 mL of synthesized ZnO QDs in ethanol was 
added to the reaction mixture and kept under stirring for 10 minutes. After that, the solution 
was transferred to a 40 ml of NaOH solution (13mM) and 3 ml of EtOAc was added to the 
reaction mixture. The mixture was left under stirring until the solution became transparent; 
250 µL of TEOS was injected into the reaction mixture in the first step, and then the mixture 
was kept under stirring for 40 minutes. After that, a combination of 150 µL TEOS and 200 
µL DMDES was injected in the reaction mixture. The total molar ratio of TEOS to DMDE 
was 1.5:1. Then, the reaction was left under magnetic stirring for 12 hours. The 
photoluminescence spectrum of the NPs was measured using fluorescence spectroscopy. 
The morphological characterization of NPs was accomplished using SEM. For further 
discussion we will abbreviate the synthesis by the symbol S2.  
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3.2.3.2  Hydrophobic luminescent zinc oxide QDs encapsulated in silica NPs 
To prepare hydrophobic luminescent silica NPs, 0.1 g from the CTAB was dissolved 
completely in 5ml water. Then, 0.5 mL of prepared ZnO QDs in ethanol solution was added 
to the CTAB/ water solution. The mixture was kept under stirring for 10 minutes. After that, 
the mixture was transferred to a 40 ml NaOH solution (13mM) and then 3 ml of EtOAc was 
added to the solution and kept under stirring for a further 10 minutes until it became 
transparent. Then, 250 µL of TEOS was injected in the first step and the solution was kept 
under continuous stirring for a further 40 minutes. After that, a combination of 150 µL TEOS 
and 150 µL of Triethoxy (octyl) silane (OTEOS) was injected in the mixture. The total molar 
ratio was 3.7:1 from TEOS and OTEOS. Then, the mixture was left under stirring for further 
12 h on a magnetic stirrer. The photoluminescence spectrum NPs was measured using 
fluorescence spectroscopy. The morphological characterization of NPs was accomplished 
using SEM and TEM. For further discussion we will abbreviate the synthesis by the symbol 
S3. 
3.2.3.3 Hydrophilic luminescent zinc oxide QDs encapsulated in silica NPs 
To prepare hydrophilic luminescent NPs, the previous procedure was used with the 
following modification: 0.1 g of CTAB was dissolved completely in 5ml water. Then, 0.5 
mL of ZnO QDs in ethanol solution was added to the CTAB/water solution and kept under 
stirring for 10 minutes. After that, the mixture was transferred to a 40 ml NaOH solution 
(13mM) and 3 ml of EtOAc was added. Then, the solution was kept under stirring for a 
further 10 minutes until it became transparent. Then, 250 µL of TEOS was injected in the 
first step and the mixture was kept under stirring for a further 40 minutes. After that, a 
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combination of 150 µL TEOS and 70 µL of (3-Aminopropyl) trimethoxy silane (APTS) was 
injected in the mixture; the total molar ratio was 5.2:1 for TEOS to APTS respectively. The 
mixture was left under continuous stirring for 12 h. The photoluminescence spectrum of the 
NPs was measured using fluorescence spectroscopy. The morphological characterization of 
the NPs was accomplished using SEM. For further discussion we will abbreviate the 
synthesis by the symbol S4. 
3.2.4 Functionality test of functionalized luminescent zinc oxide QDs 
encapsulated in silica NPs 
To test the functionality of synthesized NPs, two model oils were used, (hexadecane and 
cyclohexane). A 1:1 volume ratio comprising the model oil (hexadecane) and water 
containing the luminescent functionalized NPs (synthesis S2) were added in a bottle. After 
that, the bottle was shaken by vortex for 30 seconds. The same procedure was repeated with 
the S3 and S4 syntheses. Then, the mixtures for the three bottles were left for equilibrium 
for 12 h at room temperature. Also, the same test for the S2, S3, and S4 syntheses were 
repeated with cyclohexane oil. A UV lamp (305 nm) was used to detect the transfer of 
fluorescent NPs between the oil and water phase.  
Further tests were done by preparing a series of water phase functionalized luminescent NPs. 
The luminescent NPs ratio was 5:0, 4:1, 3:2, 2:2, 2:3, 1:4, 0:5 from the S3 and S4 syntheses 
respectively. After that, an equal volume ratio from a prepared aqueous series was mixed 
with an equal volume from the hexadecane oil, and then the two phases were shaken by 
vortex. The samples series were left for equilibrium at room temperature for12 h. After that, 
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a UV lamp (305 nm) was used to detect the transfer of fluorescent functionalized NPs 
between the oil and water phase.  
3.2.5 Oil sensing measurements  
To test the viability of functionalized NPs for oil sensing, and to measure the effect of oil 
on the emission of functionalized NPs after mixing. The S3 and S4 syntheses were mixed in 
a volume ratio of 4:1 respectively. The emission spectrum of the mixture was recorded. 
After that, equal volumes of the model oil (hexadecane) were added to the aqueous mixtures 
of S3 and S4. Then, the mixture was shaken by a vortex machine for 30 seconds. After that, 
the mixture of aqueous phase and oil phase was transferred to a vertically hanged burette. 
The mixture was left for 24 h at room temperature to reach equilibrium. 
After equilibrium, the aqueous phase, containing the hydrophilic functionalized NPs, was 
collected and its volume was fixed again by adding deionized water. Then, the emission 
spectra for these functionalized NPs in the water phase and in the oil phase were recorded 
and compared to the emission spectrum before the oil mixing.  
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3.2.6 Stability of QDs  
3.2.6.1 Stability of QDs in an aqueous solution  
To check the stability of QDs in water, the emission intensity for 5ml of QDs in ethanol 
solution was recorded. After that, another 5 ml of water was added to the QDs solution and 
the mixture was left under a fume hood until all alcohol was evaporated. Then, the emission 
intensity for QDs in a water solution was recorded periodically, and the PL data were 
analyzed.  
3.2.6.2 Stability of QDs encapsulated in silica NPs in an aqueous solution  
To check the stability of encapsulated QDs in aqueous solution, the emission intensity for 
luminescent QDs@SiO2 NPs was measured directly after synthesis, and then again was 
measured periodically for 30 days. Then the PL data were analyzed.  
3.2.6.3 Effect of harsh reservoir conditions on luminescent zinc oxide QDs 
encapsulated in silica NPs 
The emission of luminescent ZnO@SiO2 (S0) NPs were recorded in a brine solution of Arab 
D-Water (ADW). The brine solution was prepared by 79.9, 49.79, 0.6, and 0.5 g/L of NaCl, 
MgCl2.6H2O, Na2SO4 and Na2CO3 respectively. Then, 5mL of deionized water, ADW, de-
ionized water + 1g CaCO3, and Arab-D brine +1g CaCO3 were prepared and added 
respectively to eight glass pressure tubes as duplicated. The tubes were sealed tightly and 
heated at 100 °C for 24 h. After that, the tubes were removed from the oven and cooled 
down to room temperature for two hours before opening. After cooling, another 5 mL of 
encapsulated fluorescent NPs solution (S0) were added to each tube. The total volume 
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amount after the addition of the original encapsulated QDs NPs was 10 mL in each tube, 
and the concentration of fluorescent NPs was adjusted to be equal in all tubes for 
comparison. A series of four tubes were returned to the oven for a further 24 h at 100 °C, 
while the remaining series of tubes were kept outside at room temperature as a control. After 
heating, the samples again were cooled at room temperature and the emission for all samples 
was measured. The same procedure was repeated with CdSe@SiO2 and Si@SiO2. 
3.2.6.4 An investigation of effect the heat and salinity on the luminescent zinc oxide 
QDs encapsulated in silica NPs 
Sufficient quantities of luminescent NPs samples (S0 and S2) syntheses were prepared to 
perform a series of stability tests. Two types of synthetic saline solutions were prepared, 
close to the standard composition of sea water and Arab-D water (ADW).The total 
composition of synthetic sea water from salts was 80 g/L and the percentage of salts were 
60.7, 26.07, 0.24, 9.39, and 3.550 of NaCl, MgCl2.6H2O, NaHCO3, Na2SO4 and CaCl2.2H2O 
respectively. The total weight composition of synthetic ADW from salts was 160 g/L and 
the percentage of salts was 59.5, 39.6, 0.397, and 0.477 of NaCl, MgCl2.6H2O, Na2CO3 and 
Na2SO4 respectively. A series of diluted concentrations from both the synthetic solutions 
was prepared (40, 20, 10, 5, and 0 g/L from SW and 80, 60, 50, 40, 20, 10, and 0 g/L from 
ADW). 5 ml from the series of synthetic saline solution were added to pressure glass tubes, 
which were put in an oven for 24 h at 100 °C. After that, the tubes were left to cool at room 
temperatures for a further two hours. Then another 5ml from the encapsulated NPs was 
added to each tube in the series; the total volume was 10 ml in every tube, and the tubes 
were put again in an oven at 30 °C for 24 hours. After that, the tubes were removed from 
oven and left to cool at room temperature. The same procedure at 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90 and 
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100 °C were done. Then the emission peak data of photo luminescent (PL) spectra were 
recorded, and the maximum emission intensity in each peak was measured.  
For comparison, the relative emission intensity was calculated by dividing the maximum 
emission intensity after exposure to the heat and salts solution by the maximum emission 
intensity before exposure to the heat and salts solution. The PL was recorded for original 
synthesis throughout this testing periodically, to ensure that the emission stability in water 
wasn’t affected.  
To study the effect of heat and salinity on the structure and composition of silica NPs, 
another two samples were prepared in pressurized tubes by using the previous procedure, 
but with the addition of DIW and 40 g/L of ADW, and then adding 5 ml from the prepared 
S1 synthesis. The pressurized tubes were kept in an oven for 24h at 100 oC. After cooling, 
the samples were washed three times with water and ethanol respectively. Then, the 
morphological characterization of NPs was accomplished using SEM, TEM and EDX. 
3.2.6.5 Effect of stirring rate and silica precursor concentration on the size and 
suspension stability of silica NPs in an aqueous solution  
To see the effect of a silica precursor concentration on the stability of ZnO@SiO2 NPs 
suspension, different syntheses were prepared as follows: First, 0.1 g of CTAB was 
dissolved completely in 5ml water by using a mechanical mixer, then 500 µL of ZnO 
quantum dots solution was added to the CTAB/water solution and kept under stirring for 10 
minutes using a magnetic stirrer. After that, the solution was transferred to a 40 ml NaOH 
solution (13mM) and then 3 ml of ethyl acetate was added as a co-surfactant. The solution 
was kept under stirring for a further 10 minutes until it became transparent. Later, 260 µL 
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TEOS was added to the reaction mixture and stirred for 2 hours at 220 rpm. The same 
procedure was repeated with different concentrations (270,280,290,300,310,320 µL), and 
then the samples were left for one month on a bench to check the suspension stability. 
To check the stirring rate effect on the size of ZnO@SiO2 NPs in suspension during the 
condensation reaction, 260 µL of TEOS was used to prepare three types of syntheses at 
different rates of stirring (100, 200 and 250 rpm respectively), while all previous conditions 
were kept the same. 
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3.3 Characterization 
SEM and TEM analysis  
The morphology and size of the QDs and their encapsulated form, ZnO@SiO2 NPs, were 
analyzed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM, model JEM-2100F). The samples 
were prepared by diluting the synthesized ZnO QDs and ZnO@SiO2 NPs in ethanol, 
sonicating for 30 minutes, and drying on a carbon-coated copper grid at room temperature. 
Cryogenic Transmission Electron Microscope (Cryo-TEM) is considered to be the most 
important type of electron microscopy, which stems from the fact that it allows the 
observation of samples that have not been damaged or treated, showing them in their native 
environment. The Cryo-TEM samples were vitrified and analyzed in cryogenic conditions 
using liquid ethane. Additionally, the ZnO@SiO2 NPs were analyzed using a field emission 
scanning electron microscope (FESEM, Lyra 3 Tescan). The FESEM samples were 
prepared by drying a diluted drop of sample on copper tape, followed by coating with gold 
using a Quorum Turbo-Pumped Sputter Coater (model Q150T). The SEM and TEM are also 
able to analyze selected areas on the sample; this method is useful in qualitatively or semi-
quantitatively determining chemical compositions using Energy-Dispersive X-Ray 
Spectroscopy (EDS), crystalline structure, and crystal orientations. Mini-X-ray Diffraction 
(Mini-XRD) was used for identifying the atomic and molecular structure of ZnO@SiO2 NPs 
powder after centrifuging and washing. 
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Fluorescence measurements 
PL spectra were recorded using a Horiba Spectrofluorometer (model FL3) and Hellma 
quartz suprasil cuvettes with a 10x10 mm path-length at an excitation of 340 nm; the slit 
width was adjusted to 2 nm. A spectrofluorometer has the ability to record two characteristic 
spectra: an excitation spectrum and an emission spectrum. A Nikon fluorescent optical 
microscope (Eclipse Ti) equipped with a mercury UV source was used to observe the 
fluorescence of dried samples on glass slides. Specimens typically settle on the bottom of 
observation dishes after drying. A UV-Lamp with three different wavelengths was used to 
monitor the fluorescent of NPs through all steps of the preparation. 
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Chapter 4 
4 Results and discussion 
4.1 Quantum dots  
4.1.1 Cadmium selenide QDs  
CdSe QDs have a narrow photoluminescent emission and are considered a good candidate 
to use in many applications due to their high quantum efficiency, especially in solar cells 
[109]. CdSe wasn’t recommended due to safety issues, since Cd ion based-quantum dots are 
cytotoxic and harmful to the environment [110]. Figure 4.1 (A) and (B) show the 
photographs of CdSe QDs in an ethanol solvent. A is a picture of CdSe QDs under normal 
light while B shows CdSe QDs in the dark, under a UV light. The emitted color is yellow 
under a UV excitation wavelength of 350 nm. CdSe QDs are not stable in normal conditions 
at room temperature, and are not easy to handle and need special conditions for storage 
[111]. Figure 4.2 shows the narrow emission peak of CdSe QDs in an ethanol solution at an 
excitation of 350 nm. The emission wave length range extends from 550- 630 nm and the 
wavelength of maximum emission intensity (λ max emission) is 575 nm. 
 Broadening of the emission peak is associated with the QDs’ size non-uniformity. The 
emitting color of the CdSe QDs is related to both the shape and size. When the size of QDs 
decrease, their band gaps increase and the emitted color is shifted from red to blue (blue 
shift) [112]. The TEM image in Figure 4.3 shows the CdSe QDs dispersed in an ethanol 
solution. From the image, the average diameter is 5 nm, which is compatible with the emitted 
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yellow color’s size[113]. Also, the lattice fringes of the CdSe QDs clearly appear and the 
NPs are highly uniform in size and well dispersed. 
 
  
 
 
Figure 4.1: ( A) is the picture of CdSe QDs in ethanol solution under 
normal light, (B) is CdSe QDs in ethanol solution under UV light 
(excitated at 365 nm). 
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Figure 4.2: (A) Photoluminescence emission spectrum of CdSe QDs in ethanol, excitated at 350 nm, (B) excitation 
spectrum of CdSe QDs recorded at 560 nm.. 
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Figure 4.3: TEM image of CdSe QDs dispersed in ethanol solution. 
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4.1.2 Silicon QDs  
 
The photoluminescent quantum yield of Si QDs (QY) reached up to 75 %[114]. A and B 
show Si QDs in isopropanol, and cyclohexane solvents respectively. All solutions were 
excited under an excitation wavelength of 365 nm. The emitted color of Si QDs in the 
solvents was shifted from red to orange in the isopropanol and cyclohexane solutions 
respectively. The reason behind this shifting is not clear and could be due to changing the 
solvent polarity. A polar solvent reduces the band gap energy, which results in a red shift of 
the fluorescence emission; decreasing the solvent polarity reduces the solvent effect on the 
excited state energy level, which results in a blue shift of fluorescent emission [115]. Si QDs 
are more stable than CdSe in normal conditions at room temperature, and can be used in 
different organic solvents for further processing. Also, Si QDs can be handled and do not 
need special conditions for storing like CdSe does. The Si QDs, as prepared, are hydrophobic 
and need surface modification to be hydrophilic[23]. 
The TEM image in Figure 4.5 shows the Si QDs after dispersion and drying in ethanol for 
analysis; the average diameter is 3 nm. The lattice fringes of Si QDs were observed, and the 
NPs are uniform and well dispersed. This explains the suspension stability of Si QDs in 
organic solvents.  
The excitation and emission spectra in organic solvents were recorded to study the effect of 
solvents on fluorescent properties of Si QDs before encapsulation by silica. 
Figure 4.6 shows the excitation spectrum profile of Si QDs in an isopropanol solvent were 
excited at an emission wavelength of 634 nm. The spectrum shows the excitation intensity 
versus the wave length (λ); the excitation region is extended between (250-425) nm. The 
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maximum excitation intensity (λ max excitation) is at 354 nm. Figure 4.7 shows the emission 
spectrum for Si QDs in isopropanol were excited at 354 nm. The emission wavelength region 
is extended between 500-750 nm, and are mostly in the red color area and the highest 
emission is at 634 nm. The dried solution of Si-QDs/isopropanol solvent has red 
luminescence under the UV light of a fluorescent microscope, as shown in Figure 4.8.  
 
 
 
Figure 4.4: Images show of Si QDs in different solvents under UV light , (A) isopropanol, (B) cyclohexane, 
excitated at 365 nm. 
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Figure 4.5: TEM image of Si QDs dispersed in ethanol solution. 
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Figure 4.6: Photoluminescence excitation spectrum of Si QDs in isopropanol solvent recorded at 634 nm. 
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Figure 4.7: Photoluminescence emission spectrum of Si QDs in isopropanol solvent excited at 340 nm. 
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Figure 4.8: Dry fluorescent of Si QDs in isopropanol shown under a fluorescence optical microscope. , 
where the scale bar is 100 µm. 
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However, changing the solvent makes a change in the color emitted from Si QDs. 
Transferring Si QDs from isopropanol to cyclohexane didn’t make a big change in the 
excitation- emission regions. Figure 4.9 a shows the excitation spectrum of Si QDs in a 
cyclohexane solvent recorded at 634 nm. The excitation spectra show a small shift in 
maximum excitation about 6 nm toward a lower wavelength, shown to be 348 nm. Figure 4.9 
B represents a comparison of excitation spectra for Si QDs in isopropanol and in 
cyclohexane. 
The emission spectrum for Si QDs in cyclohexane was excited at 350 nm, as shown in 
Figure 4.10 A. The emission spectra show a small shifting in the maximum emission 
intensity toward a shorter wavelength (blue shift) from 634 to 625 nm. Figure 4.10 B 
represents a comparison of emission spectra for Si QDs in isopropanol and in cyclohexane. 
Figure 4.11 shows the images of Si QDs under the UV of a fluorescent microscope in 
cyclohexane solvent; the orange color emitted is consistent with the previous results. The 
emission of Si QDs in water was unstable and gradually stopped. A detailed discussion on 
this system will be presented in section 4.6.2. 
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Figure 4.9: (A) excitation spectra of Si QDs in cyclohexane solvent recorded at 634 nm. (B) comparison 
between excitation spectra of Si QDs in isopropanol and in cyclohexane solvents. 
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Figure 4.10: Photoluminescence emission spectra of Si QDs in cyclohexane solvent (A), QDs were excited at 350 
nm. (B) comparison between emission spectra of Si QDs in isopropanol and in cyclohexane solvents. 
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Figure 4.11: Dry fluorescent Si QDs in cyclohexane shown under a fluorescence optical microscope. 
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4.1.3  Zinc oxide QDs 
The procedure adopted herein to synthesize ZnO QDs was simple, and did not require any 
heating or further dehydration of the precursors indicated in the literature [107]. In addition, 
the reaction synthesis of ZnO QDs did not require inert atmospheric conditions during 
synthesis or storing. 
In Figure 4.12, photos A and B show the bare ZnO QDs in an ethanol solvent under normal 
light and under UV light respectively at an excitation wavelength of 365 nm. Figure 4.13 
shows the image of ZnO QDs on a glass slide after evaporating the ethanol solvent under 
the UV light of a fluorescent microscope. The solution of pure ZnO QDs is transparent under 
normal light and luminesces from a bright green to yellow color under UV excitation. 
The TEM images in Figure 4.14 A and B show the pure ZnO QDs dispersed in an ethanol 
solution; the average diameter is 5 nm, and the lattice fringes of ZnO QDs clearly appear in 
the HRTEM image. The NPs are uniform and well dispersed. Most QDs are spherical, 
though some are triangular-prism shaped, as they appear in Cryo-TEM. ZnO QDs have high 
stability in an ethanol solution with no precipitation or aggregation. This facilitates the use 
of ZnO QDs for encapsulation and in other applications. Figure 4.15 shows the EDS analysis 
of luminescent ZnO QDs with distinct zinc and oxygen peaks. 
The LiOH concentration and PH value for ZnO synthesis are important conditions, and 
which have serious effects during the reaction. A detailed mechanism of ZnO QDs formation 
was not clearly explained in previously published literature.  
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The PL excitation and emission spectra of ZnO/ethanol solution were measured as shown 
in Figure 4.16 and  
Figure 4.17 respectively: the plotted spectra show the intensity versus wave length (λ). 
Figure 4.16 shows the excitation spectrum of ZnO QDs in an ethanol solution was recorded 
at 540 nm. The wavelength at the highest emission intensity was found at 348 nm, and the 
excitation wavelength region is extended between 320-365 nm.  
Figure 4.17 shows the emission spectrum was recorded at 348 nm. The spectrum shows that 
the highest emission intensity occurs at λ = 540 nm, whereas the emission wavelength region 
has a broad band between 450-650 nm, which is in good agreement with the green to yellow 
color emission. 
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Figure 4.12: Vial with pure ZnO QDs in ethanol under normal light (A) and under UV light illumination (B). 
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Figure 4.13: Dry fluorescent ZnO QDs shown under a fluorescence optical microscope. 
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Figure 4.14: (A) Cryo-TEM , (B) TEM images of pure ZnO QDs taken from the ethanol dispersion. 
A
A 
B 
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Figure 4.15: EDX analysis of luminescent ZnO QDs. 
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Figure 4.16: Excitation spectrum of ZnO QDs in ethanol recoreded at emission wavelength 540 nm. 
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Figure 4.17: Photoluminescence emission spectraum of ZnO QDs in ethanol solution excited at 348 nm. 
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4.2 Luminescent QDs encapsulated in silica NPs  
4.2.1 Luminescent CdSe QDs encapsulated in silica NPs  
Formation of micelles in an aqueous phase is the first step in the capsulation process. A 
surfactant was used to prepare an oil in water microemulsion by stabilizing the oil droplet 
(discontinuous phase) inside the aqueous phase (continuous phase). Also, surfactants are 
commonly used to form the nano-micelles template and to insert the QDs inside the capsules 
or embed them within the silica layers. In addition, a surfactant works as a capping agent to 
protect and stabilize the QDs. 
 In this synthesis, the sol-gel method was used to encapsulate the QDs. QDs were used as 
the discontinuous phase, whereas water was used as the continuous phase. Scheme 4.1 
illustrates the mechanism was used to encapsulate CdSe and Si QDs by silica in an aqueous 
solution. NP-9 surfactant was used as a templating agent for silica capsulation, and to make 
an additional protective layer to save the fluorescence of the QDs in the aqueous solution. 
Scheme 4.2 shows the silane precursors’ chemical structures of TEOS and DMDES were 
used to form the silica shell. HCl was used as an initiator for the condensation reaction. 
TEOS has four ethoxy groups (CH3CH2O-) around the Si atom. These groups are removed 
in the condensation reaction by breaking the bonds between the ethoxy groups and the Si 
atom to form four new bonds around the Si atom. This gives the flexibility during the 
condensation reaction to form different structures; the DMDES molecule has two strong 
bonds, between Si atom and methyl group, which cannot be broken through the 
condensation reaction; just two new bonds with the Si atom can be formed with adjacent 
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atoms, which increases the molecule’s rigidity and reduces the total number of bonds around 
the Si atoms.  
This procedure succeeded to encapsulate the CdSe QDs and maintain their luminescence, 
but the encapsulation by silica reduced this emission to a certain extent. 
Figure 4.18 shows the TEM image of encapsulated CdSe NPs in a water solution. The NPs 
have an average diameter 30 nm and the outer shell thickness is around 4 nm.  
Figure 4.19, Spectrum A shows the emission of CdSe@SiO2 NPs is excited at 350 nm. The 
maximum emission intensity of encapsulated QDs shifted from 575 nm toward a lower 
wavelength (blue shift), and after capsulation is shown to be 550 nm. Also, the spectrum 
wavelength region is extended between 500-600 nm. Spectrum B in Figure 4.19 illustrates 
the difference in emission spectra for encapsulated and non-capsulated CdSe QDs; the shift 
in λ max emission between the two spectra is about 25 nm-. The total shift in emission or 
excitation spectrum can be explained by the effects of silica and surfactant interaction with 
the QDs. 
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Scheme 4.1: Schematic illustrating the mechanism used to encapsulate CdSe and Si QDs by silica in aqueous 
solution. 
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Scheme 4.2: Chemical structure of TEOS and DMDES silane precursors. 
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Figure 4.18: TEM Image of luminescent CdSe @SiO2 dispersed in ethanol solution. 
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Figure 4.19: (A) and (B) are Comparison between emission spectra of capsulated and non-capsulated CdSe 
QDs respectively, QDs excitated at 365 nm. 
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4.2.2 Luminescent Si QDs encapsulated in silica NPs 
Changing the solvent from isopropanol to cyclohexane is a step used to facilitate the 
encapsulation of Si QDs in water solution, and to form the micelles on the template NPs. 
the same encapsulation procedure used for CdSe QDs was used to capsulate Si QDs in the 
water phase. Figure 4.20 shows the image of luminescent Si@SiO2 NPs in a water solution 
under UV light, which was excited at 365 nm. Figure 4.21 shows the SEM image of 
luminescent Si@SiO2; the size of NPs isnot uniform, and the diameters is between 20 to 50 
nm. This non-uniformity in size and shape is because of the DMDES silane rigidity.  
Figure 4.22 shows the TEM imags of luminescent Si@SiO2 NPs dispersed in an ethanol 
solution. In Figure 4.22 the image shows the Si QDs were capsulated by silica; while the 
silica outer shell’s thickness is around 4 nm, the fringes of QDs are difficult to see within 
the silica layers.  
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Figure 4.20: Picture of luminescent Si @SiO2 NPs under UV light in water solution.(excitated at 365 nm). 
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Figure 4.21: SEM image of luminescent Si @SiO2 NPs. 
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Figure 4.22: TEM image of luminescent Si @SiO2 NPs after dispersion in ethanol solution. 
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The color emitted from luminescent Si@SiO2 NPs under UV light is orange. The emission 
spectrum of luminescent Si@SiO2 NPs in a water solution was recorded at 350 nm, as shown 
in Figure 4.23. Encapsulation by silica has an mildly effect on the emission spectrum of 
QDs; the emission spectrum of encapsulated QDs shows shifting in the maximum emission 
wavelength ( λmax emission = 590 nm) toward a lower wavelength region, when compared 
to pure Si QDs in cyclohexane ( λmax emission = 625 nm). 
Figure 4.24 shows the image of dry luminescent Si@SiO2 NPs under a fluorescence optical 
microscope; the image shows the luminescent Si@SiO2 NPs emit an orange to yellow color, 
which is in agreement with an emission spectrum. 
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Figure 4.23 : Photoluminsecnt emission spectra of Si @SiO2 in water solution (A). (A) and (B) Emission spectra 
of non-capsulated Si QDs in cyclohexane and ethanol solution respectively. QDs were excited at 350 nm. 
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Figure 4.24: Dry fluorescent Si @SiO2 NPs shown under a fluorescence optical microscope. 
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4.2.3  Luminescent ZnO QDs encapsulated in spherical silica NPs  
ZnO QDs are unstable in water, the luminescent light was gradually disappeared when the 
pure ZnO QDs was transferred to the water without surface modification. Also, the 
surfactant and co-surfactant were carefully selected to control the stability and the shape of 
silica NPs in the water media. In addition, the luminescent ZnO QDs are very sensitive 
toward different types of surfactants; even the fluorescence of ZnO QDs in the high 
concentration of acid-based media vanished. Thus, QDs need to be protected from direct 
contact with aqueous media. A CTAB surfactant and encapsulation by silica were used in 
our work to protect these QDs in the aqueous phase, and a cationic surfactant was used as a 
capping agent to stabilize the QDs and as a template structure for silica encapsulation[116]. 
A cationic CTAB surfactant produces a highly ordered nano-mesoporous silica structure 
(MCM-41 type silica). This type of silica has a uniform pore structure and size, and the 
surface can be functionalized for different applications [117, 118]. 
The sol-gel method was used to prepare luminescent ZnO@SiO2 NPs; the synthesis was 
conducted at room temperature and without using inert atmospheric pressure. Scheme 4.3 
shows the mechanism was used to prepare the embedded QDs-silica NPs by using ZnO QDs 
as a fluorescent source. Figure 4.25 show the SEM for embedded ZnO QDs in silica NPs. 
The luminescent silica NPs are uniform in their size and shape, and the shape is spherical 
with a diameter of 50 nm. In Figure 4.26, ZnO QDs appear as dark dots within the silica 
sphere, while the lattice fringes of the QDs is difficult to see because of the silica layers 
covering them. The ZnO QDs are highly distributed on the surface and within the silica 
shell. Figure 4.27 shows the fluorescent microscope image of dry luminescent ZnO@SiO2 
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NPs; the emitted color is green to yellow in an aqueous solution. Table 4.1 And Figure 4.28 
show the EDS analysis of luminescent ZnO@SiO2 NPs with distinct Zn and Si peaks. 
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Scheme 4.3: Schematic illustrating the encapsulation procedure for ZnO QDs by using TEOS Silane in Aqueous 
phase. 
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Figure 4.25: SEM image of luminescent ZnO @SiO2 NPs dispersed in ethanol solution. 
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Figure 4.26: (A)Cryo -TEM, (B) TEM images of luminescent ZnO @SiO2 NPs after dispersion in ethanol 
solution. 
A 
B 
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Figure 4.27 : Image of luminescent ZnO@SiO2 NPs under UV light of fluorescent microscope in water solution, 
scale bar is 10 µm. 
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Figure 4.28: EDS analysis of luminescent ZnO@SiO2 NPs. 
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Table 4.1: EDS Analysis of luminescent ZnO@SiO2 NPs. 
Element Weight% Atomic% 
O 60.0 72.8 
Si 38.8 26.7 
Zn 1.2 0.3 
Totals 100 100 
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 The effects of the solvent, surfactant and the silica shell on the emission spectrum of pure 
ZnO QDs were investigated. In Figure 4.29, A and B show the exposure of the synthesized 
ZnO@SiO2 NPs (S0 synthesis) under normal light and under UV light respectively, which 
indicates that the ZnO QDs (rapidly quenched in deionized water) retain their luminescence 
once encapsulated in silica and dispersed in water, with and without the CTAB surfactant, 
or washed and dispersed in ethanol. 
A shift of wavelength was observed in the λmax for the excitation spectra at 520 nm emission: 
the bare QDs in ethanol showed a maximum emission at 346 nm, whereas that for 
ZnO@SiO2 appeared at 338 nm. Therefore, there is an excitation wavelength shift of 
approximately 8 nm attributed to the encapsulation of the QDs in silica NPs, as shown in 
Figure 4.30. 
Figure 4.31 shows a comparison between the emission spectra of pure ZnO QDs in ethanol 
and ZnO@SiO2 in ethanol or water, with and without CTAB. The results show an 8% 
decrease of the emission intensity of pure ZnO QDs compared to those 
encapsulated/embedded in silica NPs in the ethanol solvent. This reduction in emission 
intensity might be caused by the absorption of photons by the silica layer. 
A further 17% reduction in emission intensity was observed for the ZnO@SiO2 NPs 
dispersed in water compared with the ZnO@SiO2 NPs dispersed in ethanol. This further 
reduction is possibly related to the instability of the portion of ZnO QDs that possibly remain 
on the surface of the silica NPs rather than inside the shell, and are thus exposed to a water 
environment. Interestingly, maintaining the ZnO@SiO2 NPs in water over one month does 
not show any further decrease of the observed emission intensity. 
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Another reduction of emission intensity for ZnO@SiO2 in water is observed as a result of 
the presence of the CTAB surfactant. This effect of the CTAB surfactant is in agreement 
with previously published work [116] . The total combined reduction in emission intensity 
in the presence of CTAB surfactant is 30%, as seen in Figure 4.31. 
Furthermore, the encapsulation of ZnO QDs in silica NPs shows a slight shift in λmax 
emission (i.e., a 12 nm wavelength shift) compared to the bare QDs. This shift can be 
explained by the quantum confinement and electron transfer effects between QDs or 
between QDs and silica[116, 119].  
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Figure 4.29: Picture of a series of spherical NPs synthesized in different solvents (A) under normal light, (B) 
under UV light: ZnO/Ethanol (A), ZnO@SiO2/Ethanol (B), ZnO@SiO2/H2O (C), and ZnO@SiO2/H2O + CTAB 
(D). 
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Figure 4.30: (A) Excitation spectrum of luminescent ZnO@SiO2 NPs in aqueous solution. (B) excitation 
spectrum of non-capsulated ZnO QDs. Spectra were recorded at 525 nm. 
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Figure 4.31: Photoluminescence spectra of the spherical particle series (S0): (◊) ZnO/EtOH, (○) 
ZnO@SiO2/EtOH, (∆) ZnO@SiO2/H2O, (x) ZnO@SiO2/H2O + CTAB. (λ excitation = 340 nm). 
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4.2.4 Luminescent ZnO QDs encapsulated in ellipsoid-shaped silica NPs. 
In colloidal synthesis, it is common to use a co-solvent to control the size and stability of 
particles. In this work, the effect of ethyl acetate as a co-solvent on the size and morphology 
of ZnO@SiO2 NPs was studied. Ethyl acetate can be hydrolyzed to alcohol and acetate in 
the presence of a base, which increases the curvature and reduces the interfacial tension in 
the reaction mixture. Therefore, the use of an identical synthesis and experimental procedure 
as the synthesis of spherical NPs, but in the absence of the co-solvent ethyl acetate, is 
expected to produce ellipsoidal NPs.  
In this synthesis we reduced the quantities of co-surfactant by preparing a new synthesis 
without adding ethyl acetate. Then, the size, shape and the fluorescent of NPs were observed 
and compared to spherical luminescent NPs. 
The SEM characterization of the sample of ellipsoidal NPs reveals that the produced NPs 
exhibit significantly changed sizes and shapes in the absence of ethyl acetate, as shown by 
Figure 4.32. The particles are of a well-defined ellipsoidal shape with an average width of 
70 nm and a length of approximately 250 nm. The TEM image in Figure 4.33 shows the 
ZnO QDs distributed within the surface of silica layers in rod-like structure NPs.  
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Figure 4.32: SEM image of luminescent ZnO@SiO2 ellipsoidal NPs. 
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Figure 4.33:TEM image of luminescent ZnO@SiO2 ellipsoidal NPs. 
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Figure 4.34 shows the PL emission spectra of both the spherical and ellipsoidal NPs in water 
excited at 340 nm. The concentration of ZnO QDs, silica precursors, concentration of 
surfactant and other experimental conditions remained constant, except for the absence of 
ethyl acetate in the ellipsoidal NPs. A 40% difference was observed between the emission 
intensity for ellipsoidal ZnO@SiO2 NPs compared with that of spherical ZnO@SiO2 NPs. 
Figure 4.35 A and B show the powder of luminescent ZnO@SiO2 NPs under normal light 
and under UV light respectively; the powder was washed many times by water and alcohols 
to remove the CTAB surfactant, and then was dried at room temperature. The NPs still 
appear strongly luminescent under UV light with long term stability at room temperature. 
Preparation of luminescent ZnO@SiO2 as a powder has many advantages in applications 
where it can be used in a solid state or used with a different solvent.  
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Figure 4.34: Comparison between emission spectra for luminescent spherical NPs and luminescent ellipsoidal 
NPs exited at 340 nm. 
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Figure 4.35: Image of luminescent ZnO@SiO2 NPs under normal light (A), under UV light (B). 
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4.3 Surface modification of luminescent ZnO QDs encapsulated in silica 
NPs  
4.3.1 Partially hydrophobic luminescent zinc oxide QDs encapsulated in silica 
NPs 
 
Scheme 4.4 shows the mechanism of ZnO QDs encapsulated in partially hydrophobic silica 
NPs in water solution. The silica NPs produced have methyl groups on the surface (S2 
synthesis). The mechanism include two steps: in the first step, a TEOS silane precursor was 
injected to solution to form the first layer, and to give the proper shape and nucleation. In 
the second step, another quantity of silane precursor from DMDES, in combination with the 
TEOS, was injected to create the partially hydrophobic silica surface. 
Figure 4.36 shows the luminescent spherical NPs with an average diameter around 50 nm. 
The sizes of both the S0 and S2 syntheses nearly equal. The silica NPs surface, produced 
from the condensation reaction of the TEOS precursor, is hydrophilic in character, because 
of the O- and -OH terminals groups which were created on the silica NPs surface. These 
terminals groups offer sites for hydrogen bonding between the silica surface and water 
molecules in aqueous solutions. In the second synthesis (S2), two injections of silica 
precursors were used; we first injected the TEOS which have the most silica precursor 
flexibility and which can easily condensate around the CTAB micelles by using the four 
ethoxy groups around the Si atom to form the SiO2 molecules. In the second injection we 
inserted another amount from the TEOS and DMDES silica precursors in a molar ratio of 
1:2 respectively. In DMDES molecules the Si atom consists of two methyl groups which are 
tightly bound and can’t be broken through condensation reaction. Therefore, just two ethoxy 
groups around the Si atom in the DMDES molecule contribute to the condensation reaction, 
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which gives the DMDES rigidity during the silica reaction formation. The presence of 
methyl groups (-CH3) on the surface of the silica increase the hydrophobicity character of 
luminescent NPs by reducing the number of sites, which possibly make the hydrogen 
bonding in an aqueous solution. We didn’t find a difference between the S0 and S2 syntheses 
in the emission and in the excitation spectra. 
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Scheme 4.4: Schematic illustrating the double layer capsulation of ZnO QDs using a combination of TEOS and 
DMDES silane precursors. 
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Figure 4.36: SEM image of luminescent partially hydrophobic NPs. 
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4.3.2 Hydrophobic luminescent zinc oxide QDs encapsulated in silica NPs 
Scheme 4.5 shows the mechanism of ZnO QDs encapsulated in hydrophobic silica NPs in 
water solution. The mechanism include two steps: in the first step, TEOS was used to create 
the spherical core of NPs. Subsequently, TEOS was injected in combination with 
hydrophobic octyltriethoxy silane (OTEOS), as shown in Scheme 4.6. Both silica silanes 
were used to prepare the hydrophobic layer on the silica NPs. The octyl group is highly 
lipophilic and can change the surface characteristic of NPs from hydrophilic to completely 
hydrophobic. As a result of functionalization, these NPs have the ability to move from a 
water phase to an oil phase.  
Figure 4.37 shows the SEM image for hydrophobic luminescent NPs prepared by using octyl 
silane; the image shows luminescent NPs with an average diameter of about 60 nm.  
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Scheme 4.5: Chemical structure of octyltriethoxy silane (OTEOS). 
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Scheme 4.6: Schematic illustrates the mechanism used to prepare hydrophobic fluorescent silica NPs. 
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Figure 4.37: SEM image for hydrophobic fluorescent NPs. 
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4.3.3  Hydrophilic luminescent zinc oxide QDs encapsulated in silica NPs 
The previous mechanism was used to prepare hydrophilic NPs. In Figure 4.8, TEOS was 
used in the first injection to create the core of the NPs. In the second injection, the TEOS 
was used in combination with hydrophilic silane (3-Aminopropyl) and trimethoxysilane 
(APTS) to prepare the second hydrophilic layer. Scheme 4.7 shows the APTS silane 
chemical structure, which contains a hydrophilic (water loving) head group; an amino group 
can change the surface characteristic of luminescent silica NPs to be more hydrophilic. 
Figure 4.38 shows the SEM image of hydrophilic silica NPs prepared using an APTS 
precursor. The image shows NPs with an average diameter of about 70 nm.  
Figure 4.39 and Table 4.2 show an elemental analysis for the S4 synthesis. Using EDX, the 
data show clearly the elemental composition of silica NPs, (nitrogen, silicon, carbon and 
oxygen); nitrogen of APTS appears in the spectrum in a low weight percentage, while carbon 
and oxygen have the highest percentage. 
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Scheme 4.7: Chemical structure of 3-Aminopropyl trimethoxysilane (APTS). 
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Scheme 4.8: Schematic illustrates the mechanism used to prepare hydrophilic fluorescent silica NPs. 
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Figure 4.38: SEM image of luminescent hydrophilic silica NPs. 
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Table 4.2: EDS Analysis of hydrophilic (S4) synthesis at specific area . 
Spectrum C N O Si Total 
      
Spectrum 1 4.7 2.3 43.7 10.3 100 
Spectrum 2 4.5 2.9 44.1 8.5 100 
Spectrum 3 43.8 2.3 45.2 8.7 100 
      
Mean 43.9 2.5 44.3 9.3 100 
Std. deviation 0.4 0.4 0.8 0.9  
Max. 44.5 2.9 45.2 10.2  
 
All results in weight %  
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Figure 4.39: EDS spectrum of luminescent hydrophilic NPs. 
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4.4 Functionality test for functionalized luminescent zinc oxide QDs 
encapsulated in silica NPs 
 
The preparation of silica by using a TEOS precursor creates hydrophilic luminescent NPs, 
but there are different factors controlling the hydrophilicity / hydrophobicity of NPs. Using 
long a hydrophobic chain surfactant like CTAB makes the surface of silica partially 
hydrophobic. In addition, surfactant concentration is another factor contributing to the 
hydrophilicity properties of the silica NPs surface. 
However, the addition of the TEOS, in combination with an APTS silane-which has 
hydrophilic head group-increased the hydrophilic surface properties of luminescent silica 
NPs; adding the OTEOS in combination with TEOS increased the hydrophobicity properties 
of the silica NPs surface.
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Figure 4.40 A shows the three types of synthesis, S4, S2 and S3 respectively, under normal 
light. The luminescent functionalized NPs are available in the water phase before mixing 
with the model oil (hexadecane). 
 
Figure 4.40 B shows the same samples under UV light, and the picture clearly shows the 
fluorescent NPs in the water phase.  
In Figure 4.41, A and B show the NPs movement in the three samples between the two 
phases, after mixing by vortex under normal light and UV light respectively. The fluorescent 
NPs in sample S4 stay completely in the water phase, while S3 moved completely toward 
the oil phase. The same results were obtained with cyclohexane when used as a model oil, 
as shown in Figure 4.42 A and B.  
The luminescent NPs, prepared using the TEOS and DMDES (S2) precursor, were shifted 
toward the interfacial surface between the two phases. The NPs show partially 
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hydrophilic/partially hydrophobic properties, since the -OH terminal groups on their surface 
make the NPs partially hydrophilic, while the methyl groups cause the hydrophobicity of 
NPs. 
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Figure 4.40: Pictures (A) and (B) illstrate the water and oil phases (hexadecane) before mixing under normal light 
and under UV light respectively. 
A 
B 
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Figure 4.41: Pictures (A) and (B) illstrate the water and oil phases (hexadecane) after mixing under normal 
light and under UV light respectively. 
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Figure 4.42: Pictures (A) and (B) illstrate the water and oil (cyclohexane) phases after mixing under normal 
light and under UV light respectively.  
 
  
A 
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The tendency of functionalized luminescent NPs in an oil phase and a water phase was 
tested; these were done by changing the mixing volume ratio of hydrophilic NPs to 
hydrophobic NPs in the water phase. 
A series of S3 and S4 syntheses were prepared by different volume ratio (from 0:5 to 5:0). 
In Figure 4.43, A and B show the series of luminescent silica NPs in water under normal 
light and under UV light respectively, before mixing with the oil phase (hexadecane). In 
Figure 4.44 A and B and show the same series after mixing the two phases under normal 
light and under UV light respectively. From the images, the inversion of fluorescent 
functionalized NPs from the oil phase to the water phase by increasing the ratio of 
hydrophilic fluorescent NPs (from left to right) and vice versa can be observed. 
When the luminescent NPs (S3 and S4) with a volume ratio of 1:1 were mixed, another 
interaction between hydrophilic and hydrophobic NPs was created, which caused the NPs 
to shift from an oil phase and water phase to a middle phase; a balance of interactions 
between the two types of functionalized NPs was produced, and the NPs stabilized at the 
interfacial surfaces of oil and water.  
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Figure 4.43: Pictures (A) and (B) illstrate the water and oil phases before mixing under normal light and under 
UV light respectively. Water phase contans S3 and S4 in different volume ratio. 
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Figure 4.44: Pictures ( A) and ( B) illstrate the water and oil phases after mixing under normal light and under 
UV light respectively. The NPS were moved from oil to water and vice versa by changing the NPs volume ratio.  
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4.5 Oil sensing measurements  
 
Figure 4.45, A and B, shows a sample prepared by mixing two syntheses (S3 and S4) in the 
volume ratio of 4:1 in an aqueous phase and then mixing with oil (hexadecane) in the volume 
ration of 1:1. Picture A is under normal light, while picture B is under UV light after mixing 
the water phase and oil phase. 
 Figure 4.46 shows the procedure used to separate the water phase from the oil phase. A 
burette was used to separate the water phase containing hydrophilic NPs from the oil phase 
containing the hydrophobic NPs, after mixing by vortex. Figure 4.47 shows, in A and B, the 
emission spectra of fluorescent NPs in the water phase before and after shaking respectively. 
The difference between the emission intensity is due to the loss of some of the hydrophobic 
NPs in the oil phase after mixing and equilibrium, which is recorded in the emission 
spectrum (C). 
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Figure 4.45: Pictures (A) is luminscent NPs under normal light and (B) is under UV light.The pictures illstrates 
the distribution of luminscent NPs in the water phase and oil phase after mixing. 
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Figure 4.46: Picture illustrates the procedure used to separate the water phase contains fluorescent hydrophilic 
NPs from oil phase contains fluorscent hydrophobic NPs. 
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Figure 4.47: Emission spectra (A) and (B) for fluorescent functionalized NPs in water phase before and after 
mixing with oil respectively, (C) emission spectrum of NPs in oil phase after mixing. NPs excited at 340 nm.  
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4.6 Emission stability of QDs in aqueous solution  
4.6.1  Cadmium selenide QDs  
 
The emissions of CdSe and ZnO QDs are not stable in water solutions without surface 
modifications. In Figure 4.51 the spectra shows the effect of water on the emission of CdSe 
QDs in an ethanol solution, since adding a few droplets of water to the solution of CdSe 
QDs in ethanol leads to quench the emission intensity of QDs directly at room temperature.  
The mechanism of QDs quenching in water is still unclear, but the fluorescence quenching 
of CdSe QDs can be justified by aggregation in water, even with a minimum amount of 
electrolyte[120].  
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Figure 4.48: The spectra show the effect of water on the emission intensity of CdSe QDs in ethanol solution. 
CdSe QDs excited at 350 nm. 
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4.6.2 Silicon QDs  
Fluorescence of Si QDs is not stable in an aqueous solution. The emission of QDs is 
quenched gradually with time when transferred to a water phase. The mechanism of 
emission quenching was not explained in the literature, but the surface of fresh Si QDs is 
exposed to oxidation in aqueous solutions[121, 122].  
Ammonium hydroxide was suggested as an initiator in the reaction of encapsulation by the 
silica shell, but the addition of ammonium hydroxide to the mixture of water and Si QDs led 
to a direct loss of the emission Figure 4.49, which caused it to be excluded from the 
encapsulation process. Electron transfer phenomena can explain this quenching when a new 
interaction between the ions and QDs occurs.  
HCl is another initiator option, which was used in the capsulation process, since adding the 
HCl to a Si QDs and water solution reduced the emission intensity of solution by half, as 
seen in Figure 4.50. This quenching depends on the concentration of HCl in the water 
solution. The quenching mechanism of fluorescent Si QDs by water, or an acid and base 
was not explained through previously published research and needs more study. The 
electron transfer during the interactions of acid and base ions in the water solution with the 
QDs can lead to this quenching [123]. 
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Figure 4.49 : Spectra show the effect of adding NH4OH on emission intensity of Si QDs in water solution. QDs 
excited at 340 nm. 
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Figure 4.50: Spectra show the effect of adding HCl on emission intensity of Si QDs in water solution. QDs 
solution was excited at 340 nm. 
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4.6.3 Zinc Oxide QDs  
 
Emissions of ZnO QDs are unstable in water; the QDs are highly aggregate in an aqueous 
phase. Also, the water molecules are able to attack the luminescence center on the surface 
of ZnO QDs which leads to its rapid destruction [100].  
Figure 4.51 show the emission spectra of ZnO QDs before and after exposure to water at 
room temperature. The emission intensity after exposure to water was decreased quickly 
which is consistent with previously published papers[123]. 
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Figure 4.51: The spectra show the effect of water on the emission intensity of ZnO QDs in ethanol solution at 
room temperature. ZnO was excited at 348 nm. 
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4.7 Emission stability of QDs encapsulated in silica NPs in aqueous 
solution  
4.7.1 Emission stability of luminescent CdSe QDs encapsulated in silica NPs  
CdSe QDs show stability enhancement in water after encapsulation by silica, which prevents 
the quick quenching in a water solution. Figure 4.53 shows the emission intensity difference 
between the first day and after 30 days from the encapsulation process at room temperature. 
The capsulated CdSe QDs retained 40 % from the maximum emission intensity after one 
month from the encapsulation process by silica at room temperature.  
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Figure 4.52: Emission spectra comparison of luminescent CdSe@SiO2 NPs in water solution. The emission was 
recorded in first day of capsulation and after 30 days from capsulation at room temperature. NPs were excited 
at 350 nm. 
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4.7.2 Emission stability of luminescent silicon QDs encapsulated in silica NPs  
 
Increasing the ability of QDs to survive in water by encapsulation is a challenge for many 
researchers in the world. Figure 4.53 shows a comparison for emission intensity spectra 
between luminescent Si@SiO2 NPs in water directly after synthesis, and after 30 days from 
synthesis. The emission spectra show that the encapsulated NPs have retained 50 % of the 
original emission after one month. Encapsulation of the Si QDs by silica shell increased the 
emission stability, compared with non-capsulated Si.  
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Figure 4.53: Emission spectra comparison of luminescent Si @SiO2 NPs in water solution. The emissions were 
recorded in first day of capsulation and after 30 days from capsulation at room temperature. QDs were excited 
at 340 nm. 
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4.7.3 Emission stability of luminescent zinc oxide QDs encapsulated in silica 
NPs  
 
Silica encapsulated ZnO QDs NPs in a water solution (S0) was recorded in Figure 4.54. The 
figure shows the normalized emission spectra of luminescent ZnO@SiO2 NPs, which were 
recorded directly after synthesis and after one month. The emission intensity of encapsulated 
ZnO NPs retained 70% of the original emission intensity after one month; these results are 
consistent with previously published results[123, 124].  
Amorphous silica NPs swell the water or loosening the QDs from the surface of silica to 
water could be the reason for the emission intensity reduction of encapsulated ZnO QDs 
NPs in water with time. 
There is a good improvement for fluorescence of ZnO QDs stability in water, since the 
encapsulation by silica protects the QDs from quick degradation, which happened with non-
capsulated ZnO QDs in water, which suffers from Ostwald ripening[125].  
Figure 4.55 shows a comparison between normalized emission spectra for Capsulated CdSe, 
ZnO and Si QDs in water solution after one month at room temperature. The spectra show 
that the capsulated ZnO QDs NPs are more stable than capsulated Si and CdSe QDs in a 
water solution after one month, whereas the capsulated Si QDs are more stable than the 
capsulated CdSe QDs under the same conditions.  
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Figure 4.54: Emission spectra comparison of luminescent ZnO @SiO2 NPs in water solution. The emissions were 
recorded in first day of capsulation and after 30 days from encapsulation at room temperature. NPs were excited 
at 340 nm.  
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Figure 4.55 : Emission intensity comparison between capsulated QDs in silica NPs after one month in water 
solution at room temperature. 
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4.8  Effect of harsh reservoir conditions on luminescent zinc oxide QDs 
encapsulated in silica NPs 
 
Figure 4.56 shows the emission spectra of luminescent Si@SiO2 NPs in different medias at 
room temperature. The emission intensity of Si@SiO2 NPs in calcium carbonate and 
deionized water (DIW) media are not affected much when compared to Si@SiO2 NPs in 
DIW. Adding the luminescent Si@SiO2 NPs to a high salinity solution caused it to reduce 
the emission of silica NPs, while adding the luminescent Si@SiO2 NPs to the saline solution 
containing calcium carbonate produced more reduction in the emission intensity. 
Also, we tried to mimic the reservoir conditions by adding the luminescent Si@SiO2 NPs to 
pressurized glass tubes in the same medias at 100 oC. Then the emissions spectra of NPs 
were recorded, as shown in Figure 4.57. By comparing the NPs emission intensity before 
and after heating we observed the effect of heat on NPs emission in the solutions. Increasing 
the temperature of saline solutions containing the luminescent Si@SiO2NPs led to 
quenching the emission of NPs completely, while the luminescent Si@SiO2NPs in DIW and 
calcium carbonate solution were still emitting, but the emission intensity was reduced nearly 
by half when compared with a non-heated solution, as shown in Figure 4.57. The reduction 
in the emission intensity by CaCO3 is due to the adsorption of some luminescent NPs on the 
surface of CaCO3 Gravels. 
Luminescent ZnO@SiO2 NPs (S0 synthesis) showed the same emission behavior as 
Si@SiO2NPs in the same conditions of DIW and CaCO3 solutions, before and after heating. 
The luminescent ZnO @ SiO2 NPs in ADW was not emitting, even at room temperature 
after 24 h, as shown in Figure 4.58 and Figure 4.59. 
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Figure 4.56: Emission spectra of luminescent Si@SiO2 NPs in different medias at room temperature. 
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Figure 4.57: Emission spectra of luminescent Si@SiO2 NPs in different medias at 100oC in pressurized tubes. 
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Figure 4.58: Emission spectra of luminescent ZnO@SiO2 NPs (S0) in different medias at room temperature. 
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Figure 4.59: Emission spectra of luminescent ZnO@SiO2 NPs (S0) in different medias at 100oC in pressurized 
tubes. 
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4.9 Effect of heat and Salinity on the emission of luminescent zinc oxide 
QDs encapsulated in silica NPs 
 
Figure 4.60 (Diagram A) and Figure 4.61 (Diagram B) represent the effect of heat on the 
emission intensities of luminescent silica encapsulated QDs NPs at different concentrations 
of ADW for S0 and S2 syntheses respectively, while Figure 4.62 (Diagram C) and 
Figure 4.63 (Diagram D) represent the effect of heat on the emissions intensities of 
luminescent silica encapsulated QDs NPS (S0 and S2) at different concentrations of SW 
respectively. From the figures, by comparing diagrams A with C, and B with D, we see that 
both syntheses of S0 and S2 show a better emission stability in SW solutions; the difference 
in the compositions and concentrations of salts between the SW and ADW led to this 
enhancement. Encapsulation of ZnO QDs by silica using TEOS (S0 synthesis) is not very 
stable in ADW solutions (Diagram A), while using TEOS in combination with DMDES (S2 
synthesis) shows better stability at different concentrations and at different temperatures in 
the same solution under the same conditions (Diagram B). In both syntheses, increasing the 
temperature reduced the emission intensity of luminescent NPs. Also, this reduction was 
increased by increasing the salts concentration. 
 From diagrams A and B an improvement in the emission stability for S2 synthesis was 
observed at low salts concentration and at low temperature. This enhancement was 
decreased with increasing the salts concentrations. For example, the emission intensity of 
S0 NPs in ADW became zero at a salts concentration of 20 g/L at 40 ºC (Diagram A), while 
S2 samples still emitted at this point (diagram B), and their emission vanished at 60 ºC . 
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The same emission improvement for S2 synthesis was observed in SW solutions at different 
salts concentrations and at different temperatures (Diagrams C and D). Diagram D shows 
sample S2 emits in high concentration of salts (80g/L at 30 ºC), but when the temperature 
was increased, the emission intensity decreased and became equal to zero at 40 ◦C. The effect 
of salt concentrations on the emission intensity of encapsulated NPs is increased with 
increasing temperature. For example, the emission intensity of NPs in the S0 synthesis in 
ADW solutions at 100 ºC and DIW is equal to the intensity emission at 55 ºC and C5, which 
means the increasing in salt concentrations from 0 g/L to 5g/L decreases the emission 
temperature stability around 45 ºC, while for the S2 synthesis the emission temperature 
stability decreased under the same conditions around 30 ºC. 
We can conclude that the salt concentration and temperature affected the emission of 
luminescent NPs, but the effect of salt was more pronounced with temperature. Hence, the 
increase in the salinity will be at the expense of the temperature, and vice versa. 
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Figure 4.60: Diagram represents the effect of temperature and salinity on the emission intensity of S0 NPs in 
ADW. 
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Figure 4.61: Diagram represents the effect of temperature and salinity on the emission intensity of S2 NPs in 
ADW. 
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Figure 4.62: Diagram represents the effect of temperature and salinity on the emission intensity of S0 NPs in 
SW. 
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Figure 4.63: Diagram represents the effect of temperature and salinity on emission intensity of S2 NPs in SW. 
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Emission intensity, salts concentration and temperature were represented as a 3D diagram 
in Figure 4.64 (Diagram A) and Figure 4.65 (Diagram B). The diagrams show the effect of 
both temperature and salts concentrations on the emission intensity of the S0 and S2 
synthesized NPs in ADW respectively. Figure 4.66 (Diagram C) and Figure 4.67 (Diagram 
D) represent the S0 and S2 synthesized NPs in SW respectively. The bars represents the 
emission intensity of NPs in solutions at all temperature and at all salts concentrations within 
the studied ranges. Comparing the bars in diagrams for S0 and S2 in ADW with S0 and S2 
in SW (A with C and B with D) the results show that the emission of S0 and S2 NPs in SW 
is better than the emission in ADW. Comparing the emission intensity for the S0 synthesis 
with the S2 synthesis in ADW and SW (A with C and B with D), the diagrams show more 
stability for S2 NPs in both salts solutions. 
The improvement of emission stability for the S2 synthesis is related to the hydrophobic 
character of the luminescent silica NPs surface, which was created by methyl groups in the 
DMDES silica precursor. But, even with this stability improvement against the ions of the 
salts in aqueous solutions by inserting a hydrophobic group, the emission of NPs still needs 
more enhancement, especially at high temperature and at high salts concentrations. 
However, increasing the emission stability for luminescent encapsulated NPs in harsh 
conditions by hydrophobicity is a promising procedure, which could be used to enhance the 
emission stability of NPs in harsh environments for sensing purposes. 
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Figure 4.64: 3D diagram represents the effect of temperature and salts concentrations on the emission intensity of S0 NPs in ADW. 
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Figure 4.65: 3D diagram represents the effect of temperature and salts concentrations on emission intensity of S2 NPs in ADW. 
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Figure 4.66: 3D diagram represents the effect of temperature and salts concentrations on the emission intensity of S0 NPs in SW. 
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Figure 4.67: 3D diagram represents the effect of temperature and salts concentrations on emission intensity of S2 NPs 
in SW. 
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Figure 4.68 shows the emission comparison between the S0 and S2 synthesis at different 
temperatures and at zero concentration of salts. The emission intensities are nearly equal 
for both syntheses up to 70 ºC. From 70 ºC to 100 ºC the intensity of the S0 synthesis 
dropped quickly to 20 % of the original emission, while the S2 synthesis retained 55 % of 
the original emission. The reduction of emissions by increasing the temperature is due to 
the agglomeration of NPs under high pressure and temperature. This is clearly shown in 
SEM and TEM pictures for blank silica NPs synthesis in Figure 4.69, Figure 4.70 and 
Figure 4.71. Figure 4.69 is the SEM before exposure of blank silica NPs synthesis to high 
temperature and pressure, while Figure 4.70 and Figure 4.71 are images of the same sample 
taken by SEM and TEM after exposure to heat. The pictures show the NPs are too adhesive 
with each other; the fringes of silica clearly appear in the TEM picture without being 
exposed to any destruction. That means the amorphous silica maintained its shape and 
composition. Reductions in the emission for both syntheses by increasing the temperature 
and pressure were not just from agglomeration, but also from quenching the emission of 
QDs by water molecules. The thermodynamic motion of water molecules were increased 
by an increase in temperature; water can more easily access the QDs encapsulated in 
hydrophilic NPs (S0) than the partially hydrophobic NPs (S2), which led to this quenching.  
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Figure 4.68: Diagrams represent the trend of maximum emission intensity for S0 and S2 NPs in DIW at 
different temperatures. Io : emissionintensity before exposure to heat, I: emission intensity after exposure to 
heat. 
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Figure 4.69: SEM image of S0 NPs before exposure to heat and salts solutions. 
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Figure 4.70: SEM image for S0 NPs after exposure to heat (100 oC) in pressurized tubes for 24 h. 
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Figure 4.71: TEM image for S0 NPs after exposure to heat (100 oC) in pressurized tubes for 24 h. 
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Figure 4.72 and Figure 4.73 show the relative emission intensity comparison between S0 
and S2 NPs at different salt concentrations in both solutions of SW and ADW at a constant 
temperature of 30 ºC. The relative emission of both syntheses are equal up to 10 g/L of 
ADW and SW. From 10 to 40 g/L; the S0 relative emission is no longer equal to S2, and 
decreases linearly in both salts solutions, until its relative emission percentage reaches 0% 
in the ADW and 20 % in the SW. The relative emission intensity of S2 NPs is more stable 
in both salts solutions, even in high salts concentrations of ADW (80 g/L). The 
enhancement in emission stability of S2 NPs in 40 g/L of ADW and SW is 65% and 80 % 
respectively.  
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Figure 4.72: Diagrams represent the trend of maximum emission intensity for S0 and S2 synthesis NPs at 
different salts concentration of SW at 30 oC. Io : emissionintensity before exposure to salt , I: emission 
intensity after exposure to salt. 
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Figure 4.73: Diagrams represent the trend of maximum emission intensity for S0 and S2 synthesis NPs at 
different salts concentration of ADW at 30 oC. Io : emissionintensity before exposure to salt , I: emission 
intensity after exposure to salt. 
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Figure 4.74 and Figure 4.75 show the SEM and TEM pictures of blank silica NPs in 40 g/L 
of ADW solution. The pictures show the spherical particles of silica and a lot of salts 
attached to the surface of silica NPs. Also, the TEM image clearly show the fringes of 
silica, and the structure is not destroyed. This indicates that the silica shape and 
composition under high concentration of salts are stable and the quenching of emissions 
resulted from the attachment of positive ions to the negative charge on the surface of the 
hydrophilic silica. An adsorption of ions on the silica surface increased with an increase in 
the negative charge of NPs; using DMDES in combination with TEOS reduced the 
percentage of negative charge surface (Si-O-) by creating Si (-CH3)2 on the surface of silica 
NPs. This led to a decrease in the sites which probably attached to the positive ions. On the 
other hand, the -CH3 groups created a partially hydrophobic surface character, which 
always tried to keep the NPs away from water and ions.  
Elemental analysis for silica blank NPs synthesis using energy-dispersive X-ray 
spectroscopy (EDX), as shown in Figure 4.76, provided results consistent with previous 
results and explanations. The analysis clearly show ions were adsorbed on the surface of 
silica, and the positive ions were attached strongly even after many washings by water and 
alcohols. The total percentage of positive ions is 2.2% of NPs; Mg+2 is the most numerous 
ion attached to the silica surface, followed by Ca+2, Na+1 and K+1 respectively. These ions 
are the most challenging for NPs to survive in an aqueous solution, especially at high 
temperature and at high salt concentration. 
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Figure 4.74: SEM image for S1 NPs after exposure to 40 g/L of ADW at 100 oC. 
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Figure 4.75: TEM image for S1 NPs after exposure to 40 g/L of ADW at 100 oC. 
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Figure 4.76: EDS spectrum recorded for S1 NPs after exposure to 40 g/L of ADW at 100 oC. 
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4.10 Emission intensity comparison between luminescent zinc oxide QDs 
encapsulated by different silanes silica precursors  
 
 
Figure 4.77 shows the emission intensity comparison between S0, S2, S3 and S4 syntheses 
under different conditions at an λ excitation of 340 nm. The blue column represents the S2 
synthesis; S2 is more emission intensive than the other synthesis, except that at 100 oC it 
was nearly equal to the emission intensity of the S3 synthesis (red column). 
 The hydrophilic luminescent NPs S4 and S0 syntheses (green and violet) columns 
respectively, show less emission intensity than the hydrophobic luminescent NPs under 
different conditions. The salinity solutions are the harshest condition on all types of 
functionalized silica; the emission intensity of hydrophilic NPs were largely reduced or 
vanished in small saline concentrations.  
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Figure 4.77 : Emission Intensity compression between functionalized NPs in different conditions. λ excitation 
= 340 nm. 
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4.11 Effect of stirring rate and silica precursor concentration on the size 
and stability of silica NPs in aqueous solution  
The effect of silica precursor concentration (TEOS) on the dispersion of ZnO @ SiO2 in 
water was studied. The image in Figure 4.78 shows the different syntheses of silica NPs in 
aqueous solution after one month of preparation; the quantity of TEOS varied from 260 µL 
up to 320 µL. The suspensions showed a good stability up to 280 µL of TEOS precursor, 
while at 290 µL the NPs stability started to decrease as the TEOS concentration in solution 
was increased. 
Increasing the TEOS concentration reduced the Zeta potential for suspensions Figure 4.79 
and Figure 4.80. When 280 μL of TEOS was added to the solution, the Z-potential was 
measured at 48.6 mV, as seen in Figure 4.79, while at 300 μL the Z-potential was measured 
at 22.2 mV, as seen in Figure 4.80. Increasing the TEOS concentration in solution during 
the condensation reaction led to an increase in the size of silica NPs, which reduced the 
positive charge on the surface of silica NPs created by the CTAB surfactant. This reduction 
for the Z-potential in the suspension led to an aggregation of the silica NPs in the water 
media.  
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Figure 4.78: Picture shows ZnO @SiO2 NPs at different concentration of TEOS (260,270,280,290,300,310,320)µL from A to G respectively under normal light , ZnO 
@SiO2 for samples A and B under UV light ,the pictures were taken after one month of preparation. 
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Figure 4.79 : Graph represents the Z-potential for suspension A at TEOS= 260 µL. 
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Figure 4.80 : Graph represents the Z-potential for suspension D at TEOS= 290 µL. 
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In the capsulation process, the size of silica NPs was affected by the stirring rate of the 
mixture during the condensation reaction. Different samples of silica NPs were prepared 
at different rate of stirrings, and the other conditions were kept constant. Increasing the 
stirring rate reduced the size of silica NPs and increased the homogeneity of NPs, while 
decreasing the stirring rate increased the size and reduced the homogeneity of NPs in the 
suspension. When the stirring rate was adjusted to 250 rpm, tiny and homogeneous NPs 
were produced and the average diameter size of NPs was less than 30 nm, as shown in 
Figure 4.81. At 200 rpm the average diameter was about 60 nm and the NPs were less 
homogeneous (Figure 4.82). At 100 rpm the average diameter increased to be around 200 
nm, as shown in Figure 4.83.  
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Figure 4.81 : Images show the ZnO @SiO2 NPs at different magnifications, stirring rate is 250 rpm. 
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Figure 4.82 : Images show the ZnO @SiO2 NPs at different magnifications, stirring rate is 200 rpm. 
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Figure 4.83 : Images show the ZnO @SiO2 NPs at different magnifications, stirring rate is 100 rpm. 
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Chapter 5 
5 Conclusion and Recommendations 
5.1 Conclusion 
In this research two types of QDs, ZnO and CdSe, were prepared by making modifications 
to procedures used in previously published research; these modifications caused the 
procedures to be simpler and enhanced the QDs properties. The ZnO QDs can now be 
produced in commercial quantities.  
Three types of QDs- ZnO, CdSe and Si- were encapsulated in an aqueous solution by using 
different mechanisms and different materials to enhance their stability in a water phase, 
and the emission and excitation properties of QDs were studied before and after the 
encapsulation process under different conditions. 
Luminescent ZnO QDs encapsulated in silica NPs were functionalized by using different 
types of silane precursors to be hydrophobic or hydrophilic, or partially 
hydrophobic/hydrophilic NPs. The newly developed luminescent NPs have the ability to 
detect the oil / water phases and to move from the water phase to the oil phase and vice 
versa, as well as move toward the interfacial surface between oil and water. 
Also, we suggested a method for the detection of residual oil in reservoirs, since these 
materials were prepared in water solution and have the ability to move from a water phase 
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to an oil phase. By measuring the emission intensity difference in the aqueous phase we 
can predict the availability of oil in a reservoir. 
As well, the ability of these materials to move between the oil and water phases gives them 
a superior advantage for use in the oil / water pollution sensing. 
The effects of harsh reservoir conditions on luminescent QDs encapsulated in silica NPs in 
aqueous phase were observed. An investigation of the effect of salinity and temperature on 
the luminescence of NPs were studied, since an improvement in luminescent stability was 
noted by increasing the surface hydrophobicity of NPs in harsh reservoir conditions, 
especially at high temperatures and at different salinities. However, the calcium carbonate 
gravels did not affect the emission of luminescent NPs.  
Salinity has a greater effect on the emission of luminescent NPs than temperature, since 
the ions of salts were adsorbed on the surface of the luminescent silica NPs, which led to 
quenching the emission of NPs. The stirring rate and silica precursor concentration showed 
an effect on the size and dispersion of ZnO@SiO2 NPs in the aqueous phase; balancing 
two factors is important to adjust to the proper size. 
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5.2 Recommendations 
The following recommendations might be made for future related studies: 
- Improve the stability of luminescent silica NPs to overcome the harsh reservoir 
conditions at high salinity and at high temperature.  
- Improve these luminescent NPs to enhance their use in making quantifiable 
measurements of the residual oil in a reservoir.  
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Appendix 
 
 
 
 
TEM images of order mesoporous luminescent ZnO @SiO2 NPs dispersed in ethanol solution.  
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Creyo-TEM of ZnO QDs in ethanol solution. 
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 TEM image of order mesoporous ZnO@SiO2 NPs – ellpsoidal structure 
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SEM image of hydrophobic fluorescent NPs. 
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Cryo-TEM of order mesoporous ZnO @SiO2 NPs, stirring rate is 200 rpm. 
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Cryo-TEM of order mesoporous ZnO @SiO2 NPs, stirring rate is 200 rpm. 
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Calibration curve of ZnO@SiO2 NPs in water. 
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